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ir my (kip UmV. oat at aaa
Ever safely gets to me,
Josle dear,
A grand lady you shall be}

And then wide, we shall see
Those that teemed you but to-day,
Drove you harshly from thoir way—
Bow ike head an 1 e’en the knee.
To you and me,
When my ship comes home from eea.
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Stir the dro, lotto dear,
Throw the laet stick on tho blase;
Light up with that smile of yours
Those long talkod-of boiler days;
Hast awhile that wsary hand,
And eome and sit beside my knee,
While we talk of scenes so grand
When my ship eomos home from sea.
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not

Ibt l;« that laal with lata aa thaa.
That bright*a with thy sails,
Or mataly bid thaa hope again.
If tbaa art tad awhile;
Tbs syss tbat, wbaa aa words ara brsethdd,
Gasa foadly lata tbiaa—
Oh, shariah tham, ara thay grow dim,
Thay may aot always tbiaa !

Brcntljs.”

Tha faith "si heart* around then
That glow with Ion aa'I youth,
Tbat time and aura ns or yat bars Maisd,
ftor rdriebad of their truth;
Tba heart* whoso buatin ;* wo ban board

81.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

When throbbing pear oar own—
Oh, shorish tham ! Those bantings hdflfW,.,
Barth’s dearest tunas are goaa.

attired in the uniform of an ensign in ily; ‘but if he docs, I'll pay him off in you, I wouldn’t mind
s-vappin’ hones. |dency. He res live 1 to anticipate the j The eye* of Richard filled with tears as ha
the Continenal array, and mounted upon his own coin. Ah here are bis pistols Old sorrel is sure footed, and
only ten British, and cross the frozen Delaware, | looked into his father's face, lie tried to
The daye whan there era hearts and ayes
a powerful
gray horse rode up to Squire and heavy riding ooat. Well now years old, come next grass; though 1 on the night of the 2tHh of December, answer, but bis
That throb aad beam fat thaa;
lips quivered. Then he
Hutton's smithy, and requested that bis Malachi Doolittle. I don't think it would should require a little boot, under the where he learned that a
large body of turned away, and opened the door of the
The few last boars whan lib doth aoom
animal might be shod immediately.
be unwholesome to your constitution to circumstances—not Continental,hut hard Hessians had
He
followed
encamped.
Bright at a summer sea;
cabinet, brought out the fragments of a brokYou shall dress In silken rob.**.
•Friend, thou seemest to be in some- jerk the priming out of them barkers, for Spanish, and—'
op his plan with eminent success ; for the en statuette which had been sent home
Tha thrilling momenta Wbaa to spank
what of a hurry,' was Squire Hutton’s tear matters might come to a
Trimmed with laees rioh dnd flee,
only
•Held
for
hcaren'e
sake.
on,
friend,
attack
rough-andbeing wholly unexpected, more the
Tha full heart’s joy is rain—
day before, and set them on the table beAhd the brightest, rarest gems
reply, glancing at the stranger; ‘and as tumble. So here goes,' and suiting the I have no wish to trade horses at any than nine hundred of the enemy were
Oh, cherish them ! once gone, alas !
fore his father, over whoso countenance
Shall upon your koaom shine;
Malachi is busy foddering the rattle.and action to the word, the stranger's wea- rate, and your loquacity is perfectly
prisoners of war. He re-crossed the riv- canlC inst
They ne'er return again !
And our house shall be as grand
I have promised to have neighbor Par- ! pons were instantly placed in a harmless overwhelming. I have but one question er
intly a shadow of regret.
and though his shadow of an
again,
As the Duke’s upon the square,
ker's wheel tired-in halfan hour,
Who did this, my son ?’ was asked in an
to ask, and you can act your own
pleas- army was weaiy and exhausted, he deterperhaps condition.
'llortof Ihy FdiNcrddi thr no tilAnd the princes of the land
thee had better apply to tho next shop,
When the apprentice entered the par- ure in answering it. Who gave the in- mined to make an attack on the British even voice.
er.”
Shall kneel low and oall you fair.
which thee will find about a mile and a lor he found DorUhy Hutton and her formation that 1 was traveling to Tren- forces at Princeton. Here he had the
‘I did it.’
‘D on’t speak so, my son ! Don't speak in
{ am sure all this will be
half from here, on tho straight road to daughter Mary in high glee and good ! ton ?’
‘How?’
gooil fortune to kill sixty, and take three
that tone to your grandfather, it is not reWhen my ship comes home from sea.
humor.
The supper was over, but the I
‘Just as stick as grease, Squire. You hundred prisoners more. This good forBrunswick, and—
‘I threw my ball in there, once—only once
spectful,’ said Mrs. Hale to her son George,
seemed
to
be
•A
attracted to the arc on our side. God save King George tune sorved to
on neighbor Parker and his stranger
the
plague
that
had
that
ladies
those
in
to-day
gloom
dispel
Then,
forgetfulness.’
who was in the yard, talking in a loud
wigon wheel,’ said the young man impa- smith's parlor by tbc bright eyes of .Mary, and down with the rebels. I am Mala- settled over the American cause.
Cast their morn full in y« nr face,
A little while Mr. Gordon sat, controlling
and looking twice out of the window into chi Doolittle. Jonas Hutton's
‘As
voiie.
have
their
It
is
an
tiently.
stated,
undoubted
fact
that
from
however,
Malacbi
you
Drove you b&rshly
way—
apprentice
]
and
collecting his disturbed
I am in a hurry, and hear important dia- the cold, bleak night, he gave a shudder, boy, who »ho 1 your critter this very Doolittle held a col mel's commission in himself,
■I did not knnw that I was saying anyWill discover every grace
j as if loth to
Then he said cheerfully:
thoughts.
on
to
and
it
it
was
so
confoundwhom
under-,
I
depart
journey.
the army before the close of the war,
patches
Washington,
night;
That I’ve known and loved so long.
appears
thing
wrong, mother,’ said George.
‘What is done, Richard, can't be helped.
stand, is on his way to attack our ene-1 Tall Malachi devoured his supper in ed dark in the shop, that 1 made a pesky which took place when Great Britain
And will weave it into eoagi
the words were not wring, but
‘Perhaps
Put
the
broken
You
tiuve
pieces
away.
mies.
The sweet story of your eyes,
Miy heaven faror tho right i moody silence, but, notwithstanding his job of it.’
the tone was. You speak to people older
acknowledged the Independence of the had trouble
about
I
can
sic—and
discontent at the notice the young officer
it,
cause !'
enough
Your meek, dove-like, woman eyet,
‘1’esky job, indeed !’ said Spencer. United States, Nov, 30th, 1782
thiin yourself in d te*|>ootful manner, *s #cl!
And your bak so soft awd brois,
‘Amen,’ said the smith, earnestly— took of Mary, he made fearful inroads on ‘Why, my horse is going dead lame, and
On tho banks of tho river ltiritan, feproof enough for your thoughtfulness—So as with
proper words,’ replied Mrs. IIaI«.
In rich masses falling down,
'But, ns I have informed thee before, it ttie johnny cake and sausage. A genuine 1 must be in Trenton by to-morrow mor- some ten years after the incidents detail- I shall not add a word to increase your
‘1 wish yon to remember that tba text I hare
seldom
Yankee
is
so
in
love
that
he
is
of
the
mast
vital
business
And your fairy baud and feet.
to
\
will be impossible
attend to the shoe- |
ed in our story, there stood a fine house pain.’
deep
ning—my
so often
repeated, ‘Honor thy father and thy
But, wide dear,
built in the stylo of the Elizabethan pe•0, father ’’ And th: b >y threw bis arms
ing of the beast to-night. It is nearly forsakes his victuals, and such was cer- importance.'
seem
so
to
does
tall
Pi
Malachi's case.
me,
‘Coula 1 not do the business for you ?' riod—the residence of Col. Doolittle and about his father's neck. You are si kind— mother,’ is meant to apply to your grandpaqueer
d irk, and I seldom protract my labors tainly
i.
M...I
„4t__1
__1
That to-daj—-this very day—
When there was no excuse for longer said Malachi. ‘You can go back to his
after nightfall.'
family, who was now one of the so good !
Wbea they met you in the street,
iu well as to
The stranger tnnsed a moment, and delay tne apprentice was deput d to Squire Hutton’s while L carry the de- wealthiest farmers in the whole country.
spects,
your own [m rents.’
Five minutes later, and Richard entered
lhe evening after this conversation George
They were all too blind to see
then muttered to himself: ‘It is not' fetch Spencer's horse to the door, and spatches you bear about you to the Brit- He was one of the most hospitable ot the
witli
room
Ills
father.
Aunt
sitting
Deawty in ye ir sweetest fsoe.
was
men, and neither friend or stranger could Phoebe looked
sitting near his mother, looking^'very
possible that I can have been misinform- thanking his host and hostess for their ish camp.'
up for two shadowed faces,
nun uiu wmi you
•No,' said Spencer, with a laugh, ‘that pass his door without being asked to
ed;' drew a paper from hi* pocket and kind attentions, and be.-towing a kiss
thoughtful.
but did not see them. She was puis led.
But never mind it, Josie dear,
A British officer take a
handed it to Squire Hutton.
upon the blushing cheek of Miry he be- would hardly do.
mug of tho Colonel's good cider;
t!iiuking about, my son?'
‘That was very unfortunate,’ she sai l a
You can buy your praise with gold;
strode the animal and sat forth at a .oand placing important despatches in
the or, if it
‘What i* this ?’ he exclaimed.
happened to be a' out tea time, little while after Mr. Gordon came in. ‘It aiked Mrs. Hale.
free
on his dark and dreary journey.
a blacksmith's apprentice, is alThey will crowd to make you
hands
of
not
be
a
that
it
would
of
gallop
and
a
slice
short
cake
of
‘Something
tea,
politic
cup
‘About the text you spoke of this afterWhen my ship comes home from sea.
It is
■1 guess I'd better go and finish fod- together out of the question.’
made by the hands of his wife Molly.— was such un exquisite work of art.
to let ever one peruse in these times ;
1 don't know as I undernoon, ffK/thef
the
ruined.'
said
as
the
it!'
I’ve
exclaimed
cattle,'
Malachi,
There was an old man, too, who sat in hopelessly
■By Julas,
but 1 have heard that you was a staunch dering
got
Bear their scora a little longer
stand it very well.’
of
the
horse's
hoofs
as
a
sudden
clatter
died
in
if
struck
Richard was leaning against his father
Malachi,
tho cosiest place by the fireside, who, for
away
by
man in the cause of King George, rnd I
Josie dear,
‘Kcpo.it the whole verse, my son and then
The exigencies of my the distance. ‘Old Bull has broken his thought; ‘we will swap horses for the along time alter the close of the war when his aunt said this. Mr. Gordin only
can trust you.
It will make your heart the stronger;
we will talk about it.’
to s.nisl,, and clakilate I d present.
ail
I'll
take
back
to
critter
of
smiled
horse
surcingle
your
would
and
drew
his
arms
not
admit
advocate
tho
the
around
his
did
cause
of
I
case
delay. My
And believe, now what say,
closely
King,
George repeat 'd, very slowly and distinctmust he shod, and I must he within the better take the sorrel horse and go down Hutton's and doctor him until you call and talk about having somebody arrested boy. Mrs, Gordon threw upon bur sister a
Yoa’II have friends enough some day.
to
and
aud
lend
old
to
Brunswick
morrow
for
sorrel—he
is
him,
morning
you
lor stealing a sorrel horse—at which his look of warning; but it was unheeded.
ly, ‘Honor thy fathor and mother, that thy
British camp, at Trenton, by to-morrow
More than you can love or trust;
be lung upon the land which the
get it fixed, as we are to sled some wood just as tresh now as when he lett the daughter would wink slyly to her busBut your heart will be uo ktalev,
morning
*1 think Richard was a very naug'ity days may
finality onmo fn flan PAnnl n.
Lord thy God giveth thee.- ‘Will God let
The old smith.with an air of surprise, from the swamp. Suppose you can let stable, and can keep the same gait for
Wifie, than it is to-night,
boy.’
have old sorrel lor a little while. four and twenty hours to come.
Nor your soft eyes less love-bright,
live longer who honor their
sion, as peace and plenty crowned the
wiped his glasses to peruse the document me
We have settled all that, Puoo'ie,' was people
parent*?’
Ensign Spencer was delighted with and of freedom that George WashingAud I don't believe you'll he
and by the last fading light of the day Squire ?’
asked
Guorgo.
the
mild
but
firm
answer
of Mr. Uordon,
Wliv hmv on earth ran thee ffn down the
and
at
a
favorarArncnlvi’d
flu*
well
known
sienatore
of
proposition,
ton was not so much of a rebel after all.
halting
Any happier, any better,
‘That is God's promise,' said Mrs. Hale.
‘and it is one of our rules to got into the
to Brunswick without hi n, Alaluchi?—
ble place, they both dismounted to make
There was an old lady, too, who apAnv dearer unto me,
Lord Cornwallis.
We know that his promises are all true, anif
as
sunshine
as
no
the
the
But
sooner
had
How
foolish
do
tilk
quick passible.’
to-night,'
exchange.
When my ship cstues home from sea.
you
He instantly grasped the stranger by
peared to never grow tired of piaising
Phccbe was rebuked; while Richard looked will all be fulfilled in the best time an 1 in
•Well, l didn't know but that you officer's loot touched the ground than he her son-in-law; and a little boy, the imthe hand and said that for tho cause of
want to use him,’ said Malachi, found himself in the close embrace of
it may be, a little triumph- the beat way. lie Will surely bless those
age of his mother, who, at the close of grateful, and,
King George, he would neglect every might
startMalachi.
dour
and
tall
the
behind
him,
for
his
aunt
had borne down upon him who <Jbey hit commands. If long life will
the
a
in
closing
summer's
would
ant;
climb upon
other job of work
day,
many
shop.
not be a blessing to
!
he
his
‘before
tor
the
barn.
‘Consarn
‘Now,
exclaimed,
for
a
isif 6t his children, he
Squire,'
his father's knee, and say with a tone of rather to hard
picture
I
‘But thee will have a rough ride of it. ing
boy's patience to enwill take them, twfiire they ore old, but if
to a worse tussel, I'll trouble earnest
dure.
"
friend; the roads are in a bad condition, kissed her lips, did he ? Well il 1 don’t it comes
entreaty:
‘Now, pa, do tell me all ah ut Ensign
and the wind will b'ow bitter ai.d cold in have a wrestle with him for that trick my you to fork over them papers.'
Into the sun£ft!u4 di quickly as possible! they can glorify him by living long years
THE SBITII > tN’UMTIlX
the land, he will preserve them many
‘Why, what do you mean, you plebian Spencer, and General Washington and O, is not that the better
I thee face, I observe, ths whole of the name ain't Malachi Doolittle. Jerusalem
philosophy for our upon
1 wisa 1 had my other hound,' said Spencer, ‘by insulting an the Hessians.and how you hooked grandhow cold it is !
i journey.’
homes? Is it not true Christian philosophy? years.
A Rrvoluiiwnnry Tale.
The stranger remarked that he had shirt ou hut it’s no use <o grumble.— officer of King George ?' struggling to pa's horse, ard listed for a soldier.’
‘Mother,’ said George, ‘you once told me
It is selfishness that grows angry an 1 rebels,
the iron grasp of the
learned to laugh at such adventures in Old sorrel, put in the big licks, and you free himself from
•Willingly, my son,’ the Colonel would because a fault has been committed. Let that honor means to obey; but I know now
Uf JOHN C >ore* TAIL.
on
else
oats
blacksmith's
be
but
shall
notning
apprentice.
kept
the camp of the soldier.
reply, ‘but I have related the story so us
that is Hot afi It nicans; will you explain it
‘Mean just what I say, you gaul darn- often, I should think
get the offender into sunshine as quickly
clover for the balance of your materyou knew it by
C II AIM ER I.
*.\y, friend, but the night will he and
Hurrah heart.’ Yet son and heir often related as possible, so that true thoughts and right to me more ?’
if thy nal days. And now for a parting salute ed cantankerous tory varmint.
as pitch an hour later, and
black
‘Honor means to obey first' and then in
It was th il irkeat hour of the Revofeelings may grow vigorous in its warmth.
beast it not surefooted, thee will scarce- to the boss,’ he added, as he bestrode up ! fur George Washington and the Continen- the story over and over again.
There
lution for tho American cause.
tal
will
door
of
the
/
Kiss
house.
‘Helloh
We
every
the
retain
not
act
as
way you can. to add to the comfort
to
Mary
that
Congress.
sunrise.
again,
one
of
Such
is
the
Trenton
incidents
However,
anger,
reach
anger may
by
many
were traitors in the camp,
though the ly
you ? Well I'm not goin' to be cruel, connected with the dark hours of the a wholesome discipline; but because we are and happiness of your parents,’ said Mis.
will see that thou art well prepared for .Squire Hutton, sunthin’s broke loose !'
I
grcit mass of the people rent lined firm
•Why, Malachi, what is the matter?’ but if yuu don’t fork over them papers Revolution.
A good cup of tea, equal
Though purchased with unwilling to forgive. Ah, if we were al- Hale. They that honor me, I will honor,'
and determined in the cauae of indep?n- thy journey.
in a jiffy, by the sixteenth
chapter of the the blood of thousands it left the legacy ways right with ourselves, we would ofteuer is n promise ol God which never fails. You
to that the foolish rebels wasted in Bos- asked the smith, opening the door; "is
dencc. The (Irtish army outnumbered
or—’
Uevelations, I'll make mince meat of of freedom to mankind, and few in those be
ton harbor, made by my wife Goraihy, the barn afire,
I
right with our children.—(Steps Towards honor God by keeping bis commandment,
the American forces as three to one, but
•No, nothing of the kind, boss. But you ! I will, by Judas.'
which tried men’s souls,' acquired Heaven.
Honor thy lather a nd thy mother.
aud a few warm biscuits, prepared by
‘days
!
to
be
and
the
won,
‘Don't throttle me!' exclaimed Spenprize
liberty was
fame in the American cause, than
will refresh thee I've concluded to borrow old sorrel toMary,
greater
my
daughter
[Little Pilgrim.
bravo hearts, led on by Washington did
to thy long ride.’
night, instead of to-morrow morning. I cer, (for Malachi's grip at his throat had Malachi Dadittle, the Blacksmith's apAn Amusing Incident. A school teacher
Wbut if they were clad in greatly, previous
not despair.
been
‘and
and
am
to
take
whole
the
they prentice.
going
tightening every instant.)
plot
i 'Thanks, kind sir, for thy hospitalty, know
IHeetims U Kttmoif
relates the following amusing ir.cideut.—>
tattered garments, and their feet were
One day I saw a little fellow with his arms
and he assured that it will be remember- them papers from Ensign Spencer, and are yours.’
Archdoaoon Leighton, returning horns oos
of
blood
m
irks
to
of
sbneless, leaving
upon ol to our commander-in-chief.
come any
•Don’t you attempt
around a little witch of a girl, endeavoring
My give them to lieorge Washington.’
Into the Sunshine.
morning, was isked by his sister. “Have you
the frozen ground wherever they follew| to kiss her.
•Why,his horse is as fleet as the wind; your games, you tory varmint. I cau
business is urgent, for if I reach Trenton
a.
‘I
wish
father
would
home.’
come
I
their loved commander, so long
what are you djing there?” I been hearing a serm in ?’’ “I have met a
they
out-wrestle
in
our
he
to
before
thou
out-run,
will
Trenton
lie
and
“Tommy,
about
bear
anything
I
now
by sunrise, the plan
The voice that said this had a troubled asked.
sermon.” was the answer. Xbu sermon was
battled for the birthright of freedom 1
will place the rebel army art half way there,' said the smith, with a diggings, and—’
a corpse on Us
“Nothing sir.”
At tne period ot our story, there stood my person
•Such is not my intention.
There are tone, and the lace that looked up was
way to the grave, the preacher
in our powe-.’
laugh.
said
the
“Yes,”
bright-eyed little Witch; was Death. Greatest of street-preachers!
in the vicinity of the village of Bruns- wholly
•You forget that 1 shod his horse, boss the papers; much good may they do you. sad.
*S|vest thou so?' inid the smith, rub“he wath tryin’ to kith me, toir, that he
wick a log homo of large dimensions,
No laws nor penalties can silence him. No
| And now be kind enough to release my ‘Your father will be very angry,* said an wath thir.”
long his hands joyfully; ‘then, indeed,we Hutton.’
and bui't in s manner that proved that
•Well he isarmed, and will shoot thee collar.’
aunt who was sitting in the room with a
Hallo, Malachi ;
have no time to lose.
Lucy, what prompted him t> act tramp of horses, nor rattling of carriages,
“Why.
j
for
comfort
its proprietor went in more
•Wait a bit, Squire—so, ho, sorrel
book in her hand. The hoy raised himself so ungentlcmauly right hero in school?” 1 nor rush und din of crowded streets, can
! ah. here thou art. Run up to the house, as dead as a nail, if thau doit attempt
asked.
than for appearance as regarded his
must make all right; and at the same mo- from the
drown his voice. In iiekthen, Papal, and
tell llorathy that my friend, Knsign violence.’
i
and
sofa, where he had been lying in
“Oh, he hitched up here, and ho wanted
dwelling. There was an air of neatness
is
•Can’t be did, boss, I shook the prim- ment he let go of Spencer he leaped in- tears for half an hour, and. with a touch of
the
Continental
of
army,
Spencer,
him that 1 Protestant countries, in monarchies and free
me to kith him, and I told
and
and taste about the garden that seemed
to
the
saddle.
‘Good
his pistols when he was in to
night, Squire,
wouldn’t kith such a thuiupthy boy uth be
going to sup with us. He had important ing from
indignation in his voice, answered.’
to prove that it was under the special
pleasant dreams.'
documents for the benefit of the Ameri- supper.’
‘He’ll be sorry, not angry.
Father never ith; then he thed he'd kith uie, and 1 told pomp of liis discourse is ever going on. In
«»on
caru ui » wuiimui*
aimed
one of his pisand
Belzebub—Lord
‘Thunder
instantly
Thou
Spencer
him he darthn’t, but he thed he would do some countries a inan is
forgive
to-morrow
morning.
can
camp
imprisoned for even
tols point blank, at Malachi, but it miss- gets angry.
bush. honey suckle and hop vines had can'at shoe this horse while 1 extend to me—but—’
it, and I t .Id him 1 would tell the mather,
a tract.
But what prison will hold
For
a few moments the Aunt looked at
dropping
been for many days under the snows ol
fire.
He
dashed
it
to
the
he
he
thed
he
ed
if
but
didut
care
a
thuin
was
lost
of
the
sentence
did,
remainder
ground,
The
snd Squire Hut| him the hospitalities;’
What chains wilt
December.
with a curse, and leveled the other—the the boy half curiously, and let her eyes fall for the mather, and he tried to kith me hard;’ this awful preacher'/
the young man by the arm, on Malachi's ear, for with a wild ‘Ye
bind him ? He lifts up his voice in the very
The proprietor of the house followed ton. taking
but there was no dis- again upon the book that was in her hand. auu me tittle tuiug sigueu.
him in a low moments into the hip ! galaug sorrel !' he was following trigger clicked,
ushered
I charge.
the double calling of blacksmith and
The boy laid himself down upon the sofa
“Why didn't you tell mo as you said y m presence of tyrants, and laughs at their
of his w.fo and charming daugh- ; iu the track of the British spy.
would?” I asked.
He was a hale old man ol presence
farmer.
threats. He walks unobstructed thteVgh
•Ha, ha, ha.’ lauzhed Malachi. ‘You again, and hid his face from sight.
“Oh,” she replied, with an air of naivette
CIIAFTEK 11.
about sixty, and his family were com- ter.
will find the primin' scattered round Jo•mat a lamer now :
tie started up, al- 1 did not often see.
who had eyed
“1 didn't cure much if the midst of the guards, and delivers thoso
Malachi,
Meanwhile,
and
flakes
The night was very dark,
nea Hutton's kitchen floor,
where I lefi ter the
posed solely of his wife Dorathy, and the stranger very closely, lit a lamp and
messages which trouble their security and
lapse of nearly ten minutes, as the he did kith me, aud thu 1 let him."
of snow were falling fast over the al- it.
his diugbter, Mary, a beautiful girl, just
Three sound of a bell reached his
Ya, hip, galang, sorrel.
embitter their pleasures. If We do not meet
bellows.
the
to
ears, and went
began
ply
but the old sor- cheers for
|
whitened
womanhood.
into
and
the
ground,
budding
Ueorge Washington
Wiiy the Climate or Aroostook hie sermons, still we cannot
ho exclaimed to himself, ‘if ready
to the room door.
I
He stcod there for a lit‘Well,’
escape them.—
with
Hutton
Jones
was
farmer
rel
every
his
lu
Continental Congress.'
perfectly acquainted
youth,
this don’t beat all natur. I thought inch of the
tle while, and then came Blowly ljaclt, say- is so M ilij.—One of the letters to the Ue comes to our abodes, and, taking ths
|
if
as
and
of
prompted
had advocated Quaker principles
ground,
peace,
State of Maine, from the Editorial Ex- dearest
chapter 111.
there was something in the wind, when
ing with a disappointed air.
object! of our love as nis text, what
I
instinct that he was on business that
but in his age his sympathies were seorethus explains the
halted at our place; so 1 just by
pedition,
I
critter
that
comparative terrible serinonB does he deliver to us ! O,
little
wss
needed
but
not
above
an
hour
The sun
of no delay, it
higl
‘It isn't father.
I
wonder wlmt keeps
admitted
tly enlisted in the cause of King George.
mildness of the Aroostook climate :
foddering the cattle and sneakwhat
audiences sometimes has this
His conduct, howjver, bad been so cir- stopped
urging on the part of Malrohi, to make when a tall, slab-sided Yankee, mounted himsolate. 0,1 wish he would cuiue!’
The
distinguishing feature of this silent Weeping
e,l Up to the back side of the shop to
■ |
his nook through the village on a bony horse, rode up to the Amerimaintain
stretch
to
him
‘You
seam
to
into
anxious
p.eaelier ! Yet ihefc is a secret doccumspect—he appearing
sunits moderate elevation
get
deeper
is
ton
whole
to
Tror
he
if
by
region
listen. So,
gets
can lines, where he was hailed by the
of Brunswick like a greyhound.
strict neutrality ss regarded both the
trouble, remarked the Aunt, who had only above the sea, hence the mi'.dn ss of its trine, an occult meaning, running through
rise to-morrow morning, the American
would rein up sentries, and to whom he made knowr bceu in the house for a week, and who waa climate. Not
British sod Amerioan cause—thst.though
his
rider
Occasionally,
of
British.
hands
the
the
only the soil of this region his discourses, which is often not apprehendwill be in
had something of the most vital
and pause to listen if he could hear the that he
suspicions were rife of his extending aid ! army
neither very amiable nor very sympathizing but the climate grows milder as soon as ed. “Few lay it to heart.” Ilia oft-repeat\ou are there by that time, by Jud is,
If
to
communicate
to
the
Gento the former, he had, thus far, escaped
ol hoots in the distance, and importance
towards children. The boy's lault had pro- you pass to the north ud east of Kalah- ed sermons still enforce the same doctrine,
Malachi Doolittle don’t know nothing clattering
eral. His invincible pertinacity finally
actual proof
" hoa—you critter ; 1 .vhen he could hear no sound but the
voked
about
shoeing.
her, and she considered him a tit sub- din. This is easi.y explained. llum> press upon us the same exhortation. “Sureas it whistled procured the coveted audience with the
The only person hired about bli prebolt estimates that in Central Europe an ty every man walketh in a vainsboW; Surestand still a moment, while the moaning of the wind
for punishment.
of
commander-in-chief
the
American
ject
shout
would
mises was a tall, ungainly youth, wbc can'tyou
he
It's no wonder through the forest trees,
elevation of 207 feet,induces a difference ! ly they are
are getting hot ?
irons
aunt Phoebe, that you'd like to
‘I
tall
the
believe,
and
Malachi
docudisquieted in vain. Here there
j
forces,
the
a
plaoed
had served as
smithy,
and the horse would resume
helper in
of temperature equivalent to a degree jf is no
so restless, with such a load of ‘Oalang,’
see
me
the
he
had
with
so
much
said
a
little
warmments
you’re
1-u
continuing city. Why are you laborwhipped,'
j
procured
hoy,
when occasionally a neighbor wished
his
^
and
I'm
the
Hence
vast
to
latitude.
pace.
sins as you are about
carry,
changes of ing for that which I will presently take from
horse shod, or his wagon tired. Hit
But this perseverance was not to go trouble in his bands. Washington saw ly. ‘But you won’t.’
climate from the seaboard to the interior.
to cut my indeuturee to night, and
at a glance that, had the plans they diand give to another ? Take no thought
he
had
for
name was Malachi
Doolittle, and he I going American
‘I
must
aunt
unrewarded;
scarcely
put
confess,’ replied
Phoebe, From Portland to the boundary line, on you
the
army. Who knows long
been carried out, the army would
for the morrow. Prepare to meet
hailed from the Bay State, from whence join
the village of Brunswick five miles be- vulged
■that I think a little wholesome discipline ol the Kailway to Montreal, the ascent is
thy (iod.”
and
a
back
come
captain,
I
but
may
I hind him, when he descried the object of have been placed in great peril, if noi the kind
he had wandered to his present station,
a
strike
of would not be out ol over 11)00 feet above tide water.
and
then
This
Hutton,
you
speak
is
It a mistake to suppose that Christian!
marry Mary
aoma three yean before, binding himhis search a short distance ahead, and entirely annihilated. Of his master's
pluee, If you were iny child, I am sure you causes a vast ditferenoe in the climate are like springs,' that gush out of crystal
bee line for old Massachusetts. But l
self to Squire Hutton till one-and twenat such a gait as convinced him share in the transaction, Malachi Doo- wouldn't
would
for
I
traveling
The
entire
on
the
basin
of
the
Ft. fountains; which are so
way.
must hurry this job through,
escapo.’
little said nothing, for he was too much
high and full and
ty. He had all the peculiarities of the nut like the boss to inspect my work to- that Ensign Spencer bad little to thank
‘I'm not your child; I don't want to be.— John on the contrary, is comparative')in love with Mary to betray her father;
that neither summer nor winter can
As
handicraft.
pure
for
his
race of Mew England, and
Doolittle
Malachi
drove the
migratory
level, and the river .at. John is only 300
but all other questions he answered with Father's good and loves me.’
night. ‘There,’ he added.at he
bring drought to their streams. The mounat the
though, as we have stated, he was tall last nail, ‘you'll cast off a pair of them tho matter stood, it was no great feat for a
point where tain
‘If your father is so g,Hid, and loves you feet above the sea,
he
a large
that
had
warm
the
a
to
promptness
rein
proved
in
his
and ungainly
the sorrel 01 apprentice
by
top must forever condense the clouds, dr
up
deportment,
of
side
north
line
strikes
the
due
t’other
it
above
the
miles
five
shoes about
of good sense to make up far hi: so well, you must be a very ungrateful, or a
mountain streams cento' to flow—and the
heart beat under a homespun vest, and
of the officer in the space of a few share
side
miles
catch
Grand
256
from
if
I
can’t
Falls,
the
ocean.
then
you,
Brunswick; and
uncouth appearance.
very inconsiderate boy. His goodness don’i At the mouth of the Aroostook the
ha displayed much genius and tact for
I wish moments,
river Christian heart will oeate to flow unless the'
Ensign Spencer, on my oldcorrel,
to
with
to serve in the army,' seem to huve bellied you much.’
'And
you
dark
for
too
the benefit of his employer.
was
it
Ensign
Spencer
mill.’
is only 180 leet above the sea.
in a powder
The vil- life is carried so high up toward heaven, ml
blowed
be
up
I
may
A* a matter of eourae, he had been la
benefit of recognize his new acquaintance of the said Washington, kindly.
‘Hush, will you !'ejaculated the boy, ex- laige of Moulton is about 300 feet above forever to bring down supplies.— (Beecher.
Big with intentions to the
‘Such is my iutention, your Excellen- cited to
love for a long time with the fair form
fastened
It is this low level, and
smithey.
Malachi
cause.
anger by this unkindness of speech. tide water.
Amerioan
the
and blue eye* of hie master's daughter,
•Fine evening, Squire,' said Malachi; cy, if you think my services worthy ol
‘Phoebe!’ It was the boy's mother whi the absence of high mountains, that make
and closing the shop door,
Looking out uf his window one tatnmof
the
horse,
if
to-morrow
regard.’
Mary, though she had always treated wended hia way to the house.
■sleighing will be firsirate
In an under- the climate of the Aroostook so mild evening, Luther saw, on « tree at hand, S
now, for the first time.
■poke
■We are always glad to receive such
bis eeae so coolly that any one else but
it continues to come down in this way.’
bird making his brief and easy disposition!
tone she added; ‘You are wrung.
Bichard and uniform for this high latitude.
The wind blew keen and cold,and the
a genuine Yankee wooer, would have
•There we don't agree, friend.’said good recruits iu the cause of freedom at
At the last 1) oi icratic Convention of the for a
dark clouds.
with
overcast
is
was
and
are
night’s rest. “Look/"auM be, “buW
enough
suffering
quite
you
of
thou
art.
thou
hast
doing
The
service
renderhand
his
>n
left the field in dispair. No girl can sky
8th
J
District
of
Now
way
by
preYork,'
Congrassi
that little fellow preaches faith to ns all f
‘Shouldn't wonder if we had two foot Spencer, placing
‘lor
the
ed
is
a great one to the American cause. him harm rather than good.’
Gordon
ol the Herald receivJames
Bennett
of
his
one
bear to have it said that her lover ie an
caution
pistols,
said
upon
of snow before to-morrow morning,’
Again the bell rang, and again the buy ed six vote*, being the highest number east Ue taken hold of-bis twig, tucks hie head
object of ridieule, and Mary was swan Malachi to himself ’and 1 d rather, by a night, to my mind, is a cursed dark and Captain Doolittle, allow me to congratuBut as thirt-en were under hie wing and
which
late you! for suoh is the commission you left the sofa, and went to the sitting room for any one man.
name
goes to sleep, Itmrnbtj
that tall Malachi—the
one.’
by
a
bee
or
stormy
an
quildarned sight go to
apple
necessary for a choice, the Convention had God to think for him.’’
•
'tis something dark, that’s a hold henceforth in the Continential ar- door.
her foth<-r’s apprentice was generullj
Well,
under
tucked
to
without
a
my
with Mary
making nomination.
adjurn
‘It's father !' And he went gliding down
Malachi's response, ‘for a man my !’
addressed—was the eport of all the young tin’ party,
to Trenton to- fact,’ was
When a atotie was thrown into the pulpit
arm. than take a journey
to
distance
The
the
new made officer was •tain.
aha
heart
of
Yet
considerable
in
a
the
has
that
girls
got
neighborhood.
Must hate been Water-Tiout.—A clerHowever, what can’t be cured
where John Murray Wa! pftacMog; In Bee-'
night.
see for too full to express his tbsoks; but be reha
?
I
can’t
for
horse
made
a
have
a
fine
choice,
Got
ride.
Richard!’
waa
the
good
might
‘Ah,
kindly greeting, gyman, who was reading to hia eongregabe endured, as my old school-marm
toa, be pioked it up, and; holding it Mm*
bid fair to become a first rate mechanio, muat
sarlin. The critter goes kinder lame, solved to prove by deeds, and not by ••Mr. Gordon took the hand of his
boy.— | tion a chapter in Genesis, found the last hit
to say when she applied the birch,
used
was
of
that
he
the
with
and
worda,
waa u crack abut
rifia,
Washing- ‘But what’s tha matter,
he l'
worthy
congregation, said, '•thin to a weighty
don’t
?
son
Doolittle,
You
don't
my
sentence to be—
all you’ve got todo,Malachi
The Commander
bnt neither rations! tn eowvino*
to a bungling fellow that ton's consideration.
could out-run, out-jump as he expresMt! to
thanks
ngnmt,'
•Yes,
the
to
and not
look happy.
g've
“And the Lord gave onto Adam a wifi.'’
it himself, anything that stood in twe is to play possum,
shod him about two hours ago. 1 shall in Chief saw that some immediate steps
ing.”
‘Won’t
too big a »tart.’
F
coma
her#
Richin
And
British
you
shoes. He waa a firm advocate of thi
not be able to reach my destination by must be taken, not only to take PhilaI Turning over two leaves together, he
He found the kitchen empty, for EnAmerican cause, end when his boss wai ,
delphia—whieh, as he learned by the ard draw hia father into the library. Mr. j found written, and read, in an audible h tofcftotrt,
m
the daylight.*
in
considered
Gordon sat down still holding Kichard'a voice—
Btr. J, 1 T. VooNdge hnt tahen the legato
not nigh and ha oould gam a listener'a sign Spencer being
‘Rather guess you won't Squire, at the despatches brought by Doolittle, the en!
was
the
supper
of on eepecial guest,
Trontou is emy were determined to possess—but tc hand.
1 “And she was pitched without sad withia.** *• Mept id become a eatoOMtUNt oNtog M
ear, he would express his admiration foi light
rate you are traveling now.
set in the perlor.
‘You are in trouble, mv eon. What hat
otf yet, and it it a rough arouse the spirit of the nation, that had
a
He had unhappily got into a deseripeioo the gptoenpai ehureh to WMntWtot Men
Washington in the highest terms.
way
long
he
making
•Hot hie picture ! he will
> wss ia the Utter pert of Dooembe:
Noah's ark.
'toctometto.
toad to travel, flow, Squire, seem’ it • now sunk to the lowest depth of despon- happened?’
(of
to Mary next,' said Malachi uneaelove
upon dusk, when e young mai !
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Tb» ■nines Harder.
[From the Machiai Republican.]
Tbs Mai of Helmet f>r tbe mnrd.T of A Man in
tho pursuit cf Jus
Chmlwicb on tmarit the ah Ip Thereto. which

yiwterjav

Kvct since mankind as* >ciafced in civi
the hjv* tm la has pr. •seated itself u
the offender seeking to avoid the
just penalty
ol ids offence, tV criminal
escaping from tin
clutches of justice, the culprit dodging tin
constable, the lelou screening himself fron
the sight of the
catch-pole. Fvgacity, tt
use one ot
the late Col. Renton's fuvoriti
expression*, has l>een rightly considered the
invariable budge and token of villainy, tk
much st>. that it is profoundly assorted,ev- n
that ‘the wicked flee when no man
purweth.
a truth which, though revealed in the
primer in which the first rudiments of ethics wen
taught us, lay for some years hidden to our
approhensi m, on account of an mfl *xibk
i lipressiou that something w.:s affirmed of n
flagitious insect, and that the vv i c ‘dness ol
the ftra was the predominant moral idea ol
tho passage
“hugitives from justice” is a category
tound in the constitution, alm< st as
imp >rtnt as “fugitives from labor.”
The law
presumes that offenders against the law will
run
away. Cicero gave no more effective
repr sentation of the guilt ol Catalin .* tlian
in these words
'abut, exccssit, rrasit eruyit.'
Gaols arc built, and shackles fabricated,with
tho idea of restraining the prope >ity of
<*ri ninals to us their legs, to absquatulate,
to vamose.
Our very literature recognizes
this law of human nature, when it authorizes us to
say of a defaulting cashier of a kink
or fraudulent
president of a railroad, who
has taken pus-age in a Cunard steamer for
that
he has run away.
Liverpool,
\N t* do n >t
easily accommodate ourselves
t * any great changes in tin* laws of human
society, and we confess that we find ourself
not a little troubled with a
phenomenon that
occur nsl
during the last week, which seems
to indicate a
breaking up of the moral order
<>f the world. It was no less a spectacle than
a criminal i:i
pursuit of the ojjiccrs of just ire,

•Icvp.

Next to the atrocity of the murder at the
hands and undv r the order of (’apt II dines,
it is shocking and humiliating to human nature to conti inplata that among all the officers and crew on board the
ship, not one was
found that dared stand forth to question the
murderer's authority for the proceeding and
interfere to stay the bloody work.
1 lie craven-hearted enw were not only the spectators but the accessories, under’the
captain's
orders, to the murder, trieing up the poor
victim io the rigging and scourging him
with ratlin while the demon urged them under
penalty of subjecting each to the same
punishment. It is to be info,-red that me I
of the crew might have h >en out rag si, tortured and murdered in the same rammer, had
tbs captain chosen. It is sad to contemplate
ihat there were no spirits on Ixmrd whoso
loyalty to manhood could rise sup rior to
their frmrs and dare to protect the innocent,
stricken, bleeding and dying Ik*for* their
syer. Alas for po»r human nature'
The ground of defuse by which it was
anight to screen the murderer was the common suggestion of
insanity, which was urged
with the |iertinacity and ability
di.s.incounsel
with the ready use of ex pci ts,
guished
whose long association with lunatics may 1*
supposed have some influence upon their own
judgments. The jury saw, and time* who
read the evidence have seen, that there was
little evidence of such an insanity as to excuse the murderer from the
responsibility of
the damning deed. For the honor of human
nature it were to be wished that ho were insane and that the act
might pass for a misfortune and not a crime. That he was inis
hut
furiated, true,
only on such conditions
os not to lessen his
responsibility. lie is
to
have
been
proven
previously a cruel man.
of recklc«r passion, which however is n »t unt*>ntrolable and which every one is bound to
nut in suhjection.
This natural
cruelty was
further stimulated, developed and inflamed
by that strong ally and coadjutor of violence
and murder—Rum. This is the only insanity of which we believe, the inhuman wretch
to have been possess*! 1—an insanity which is
quite too common and which should not bo
allowed to mitigate its crimes—a self-imposed
and permitted insanity which law und jus
tiee do not hold excusable.
The result of this trial, it is to lx* hoped,
will have its due effect in restraining the had
passions ofsea-captains and other officers who
imagine they have impunity for the exercise
of arbitrary authority and violence on shipboard, of which cases are so alarmingly frequent. It should teach them' that in the
eyes of the law-, divine and human, the lives
of their fellow-men are inviolate and their
bodies must he respected—that they shall not
make “hells” of tneir sh pe, while temporarily withdrawn from outside influences, and
that the same laws cover the sea as well as
tbs land and enfol i in their proteeti >n the
humblest sailor as well as tho proudest ad-
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Sawyer

miral.

The effect of an acquittal in the present
ease, would have been a great misfortune.
It would have boon a license to the cruel and
ins*dent commander, and a terror t» the sailer.
It would hare stricken down from the
latter bis faith in the justice of the laws of
his country and made him feel additional insecurity in his vocation. The inequality of
justice would have been most signally displayed in contrast with the recent trial’ e »uvietinn and execution at Auburn of two p >r
sailors, whoso crime had its pall inti *:i and
origin in the very cruelty which this murderer carried to its extremity.
They w r
impelled to their crime by outrageous era 1ty practiced upon them, and had they stoppod with the despatching of their tormentor,
and not have added further murders to cover the first, if the law would not have excused them of murder in the first degree, public
sentiment would hare greatly palliated their
a&em?. Cant. H dines tortured and murdered upon the most trifling provocation.—
Cox and Williams murdered under the prov-
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present purpose,

say,

A. W. Clark

L. B. A W t imer.

to

pirtios require 1. The Hon, B ion
to
S une
Same.
Superintending School Committc *, Bradbury, ut the recent sitting of the Grand Monroe
to Merchant's Bank.
Young
wore at
loggerheads on the question. The Jury in Washington county, went before
Mt. Desert.
Committee, as we thought, took the right that body and complained of the said publiR.
and
a
Richardson
and
the
comments
of
their duties. Tin y were subsequent- 'ati.»n,
view
thereon,
(Exon) to M. H. Scnvoy.
ORLAND.
ly sustained by the Supreme Court. But •ill was found agiinst us. It s> happened,
hat there were m ire than twelve of the Juthis question was for «>ai» tin e the qiiesti »n
E’lcncxer Ilutellings to Nathaniel Alley.
if the day, contruling and over-ri ling all ry that were the g ntlemm’s pditicil
S’. Km nton Aduir.
to
J. Crockett.
How far this fact, coupl'd with
others. The staid and sober citizen, as well Viends.
A. Alley by Sheriff
to II. Brookman.
;he other one. that wo all had just emerg'd
as the
young and impetuous, partook and
Eden.
breathed in. the spirit pervading this commu- rom (hr hardest. and the most severe politito
Uriah Goodrich.
cal ontest in this Congressional District, Klhridgo Solubury
on
the
The
two
nity
subject.
nnrspipers
Same
to
Same.
•ver known in it, ha 1 to d
with
the
finding
published here at the time were largely oc•f the bill, or might have operated, unintenGARDNER.
cupied iii discussing the question, and in no
ionally on the minds of the jurors, we do not S’oah \\ oods
to Nancy Farnsworth
very friendly spirit toward each other. Othlire to
er
inquire.
papers published articles, pro and con on
TENOBSCOT.
If
we had
had
any
the subject, written by Ellsworth gentlemen.
thought the gentleman
to
James McNamara.
urther claims upon us, for a farther and Vath'l Alley
at the time.' tice t

that the Catholic Priest here

>

the

and the

»

nurtvr-

!

away to Texas, or someWere there no islands in
Frenchman's Bay where he could have hidden himself from the officers ?
Gar vigilant and brave county
attorney
took the >tarch out of him in no tim '. He
told him to his (ace that he was an
interloper. that he came here without
any precept,
and with no pr. j> r officer to introduce him.
ldie prosecuting attorney intimated that lie
did n t lwlievo the man’s name was Sawyer,
and that he was only trying to make a little
cheap capital out ol the fact of being indicted.
II
said that he had indicted a Mr. Sawyer,
and w hen he got ready to try him, he would
send for him.
Wfully believe that‘this
would have satisfied Sawyer and put an end
to Ids impertinent interference with the
criminal basin. s of this •• unity, had not the
court absurdly
suggested that the constitution said * imething about persons act*used
of crime being entitled to a speedy trial; and
that it Mr. Sawyer demanded a trial,the case
could not be discontinued unless the prosecuting ofikvr could giv some good reason for
delay. 0nr' high spirited county attorney
doubtless had any quantity of reas ns, but
like Falst iff be r -fused t*» give reason ‘‘upon
compu/si m.” S iwyef took advantage of the
insinuati in of tlie Court t > renew his bullying of the Sfc/e of Maine.
A* a p irtisin and an editor, our
feelings
were with
Sawyer, but as a citizen and a
*naghtrnt -,we could not stand by and see the
gl »ri ms Dirigo State abus *1 and brow-beaten by .i w/upper-fnapp'r of a
country editor.
And when the County Attorney pathetically
of
[fas not the governinquired the Court
ment rights ?" and the
stony-hearted jud^c
so -m *d to join with the
refractory Sawyer m
crushing and impressing the State of Maine,
wo wore
ready t > respond : Yes the government has rights. and if the Court refuses tc
vindicate them, l't the Adjutant General,
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N. Perkins, Penobscot; Abraham Richard-!
I s«»n, Tremont; Daniel Rcmick.
Bucksport;
Samuel Scmninons Jr., Franklin; Timothy

«*>

j

Tapley,

paper

enced by them.
pass unimproved since, by these |
In reply to the many questions asked, as
papers, or the Buchanan political orators,;
without giving Kllsworth a broadside for :o the state of the matter now, all wc can
lay is, that on the afternoon wo left, our
and

Dr. J. M. Nevens. Bucksport,

feathering" Father Bapst.—
Neither have they, since taking the ring- counsel gave notice that before the adjournleader intu the bosom of their party, ceased i ment of the Court, he should make a motion
to quash the indictment.
Whether he did
their labors in this direction.
But, dear
;>r not, we are not advised.
with
these
of
morals—
reader,
patterns good
these men who profess to regird lynch law
You mahy Enslavement—Elizabeth Bickwith such holy horror,—it makes all the difley, a free girl of color, aged about 22 years,
ference whose bull does the goring. Hon.
voluntarily went into slavery, at the present
Jefferson Davis who is considered by these term of the Abingdon Circuit Court.
She
haters of “tarring and feathering" opera- was bought by Capt. Samuel Skinner, Sheriff of that county. This is the first instance
tions when done outside of their
;
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run

else?

party

of the kind

Mrs. Solomon

Mrs.
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;

cold weather

triet in (aver ol

had much to

s iv

in

praise preferable

prove?

Mr.

Bradbury. As the
creeping along, and the
sun chose a more
southerly route, apparently so,the II on. Mr. Davis, picked up his
trunks and started fortheSouth. In Boston,
he publicly plead for Buchanan party principles. The Boston people heard him patiently, remembering that no such toleration would
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show how much better the colored
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think the Democratic doctrine of slavery is,
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the

stand—

Sawyer
<
Jreeley

is

totally blind,

freedom? if so, then if better j
At one time wo had the for
poor colored people it must be for the*
him stumping this dis- j
poor whites, if some rich Capt. Skinner can

came

$1,50
MATS.

MRS. ANN F.

[

—

North Carolina

maintain

2

—

Mississippi
New Hampshire
New Jersey
l.

7

2

Minnesota

candidate for Co. Com., were
east for Hr.
Greeley, and a like mistake
made by the Clerk.
The vote as cast would

Jr., Bucksport,

John Smith,

over

$0,75 Buchanan

GRASS

we

Sawyer

the votes returned for John R.

Morgan, Suiry.

Marble Slab—

provide

Argus lias
of this gentleman.
promise of having

$1,00

MARBLE.

have heard of, says the Ablimits, and who is the loader of the I ingdon Democrat, in this end of the State.—
Buchanan Democratic patty of the Union, The woman is very intelligent, and was fulaware that a kind master was better able
goes in for tarring and feathering po- ly
to
and care for her than she was herlitical opponents. This Mr. Davis has been
selr.
This is a nut for Yankee philosophy
the
summer
in
Main
and
has
been
',
«[ ending
to crack.—[Eastern Argus.
feasted and serenaded to the echo.
The 1
W hat does this
that
is
Eastern

Jordan, Ellsworth,

Treworgy, Ellsworth,

J. Grant

Connecticut

I*

Adm.

—

1

FLOWERS.

*

Opp.
Alabama

Michigan

2*1. TRAVERSE JfRV.

tho

head of "Opposition.”

Maryland

Foreman—John Somes. Mt. Desert; Calvin P. Jordan, Ellsworth; John Jordan,
S'dgwick; Solace Morse, Bluehill; Samuel
E. Parker, Dislhaiu; Nathaniel Robbins,
Deer Isle; Samuel II. Richards, Wen. Luther I*. St 'vena, Gouldshoro;
Alpheus Strout,
Amherst; Otis Stinson, Deer Isle; Roswell
Silsby, Aurora; Jeremiah II. Soper, Orland.
—Joseph l1. Thomas, Rluchill, and I>conard Wooster, Hancock, Sep.

An-

.3947
A Novel Suit.—At tho Supremo Judicial
927
Court at Macliian, the following novel case
The votes returned fur Samuel Leach, who came up for trial :
“No. 256, Uirain P. Osgood vs. Joseph
$1,00 was the Republican candidate lor Co. ComCrandon. This action was brought to recovmissioner, were thrown, probably, for Saw- er
^lbsulwcribed by deft, towards paying for
yer, and Mr. Leach's name entered on the
services ms
of the
In

$2,00

BRICK.

Mr. James

sifying Republicans, Americans nnd
ti-Lccompton Democrats all under

Total

specimen of teeth—
HOUSE PLANTS.

“tarring

footings

would be 59 and 27.
The States yet to elect arc
represented in the present Honse, as follows, clas-

Massachusetts

been

permitted to

will assign the St. Louis seat to Br.aia
and it may give the California
ones to the Democratic contestants
yet
In that case the
to bo elected.

(Opp )

Louisiana

14

ever

(Adm.) of St. Louis, and the
Anti-Lccompton members from Cal
ifornia. It is possible that the House
IIabtlrtt

two

Kentucky

Foreman—David S. Joy, Ellsworth; Asa
M. Gliddcn, Ellsworth; Geo. W Ash,Sullivan; Henry Blake, Brooksville; Edson II.
Buker, Cast!no; Z hah W. Burrell, Bucksport; Asa Carter 2d, Surrv; Eli Colby Jr.,
Mariavillc; Benjamin Doliver, Tremont;
Samuel Hale Jr. Brooklin; Stephen Hodgden, Trenton; Sabiu Hutchings, Penobscot.

11

occasion lias

Horn or RaraasaNTATiru.
The Housd
consists of 3.50 members. Of these, 86 hare
(>een chosen—60 opposition and 26 Admin
istration. The number to bi elected is 150;
which stand in the [resent House—66
opposition and 81 Administration.
This gives the contested seats to those
who hold the certificates of election via;

Brooksville; Daniel O. Thurston
Dclewaro
Sedgwick; Francis Taft, Gouldsboro, and
Georgia
Thomas Warner, Deer Isle,
Illinois
1st. TRAVEnsK JI RY.
C.

TRENTON.
gaged in the discussion, was hitter and uniiuo of our own accord, wo would have IV. C.
and
the
to II. & S. K Whiting
whole
asyielding. By
by,
Young
question
sumed a partisan character; and a few ol •hecrfully gone to the verge of honorable
OTIS.
those who in the early stage of the agitation lealing with honorable men, to have satisLevi Anderson
to
A. F. Drink wa ter.
took sides, changed fronts.
At length a iedhirn. Hat it see.ns that he has taken a
WALTHAM.
lifferent
course toobtiin redress,
we do
(and
public meeting was called, at which certain
to
Robert Inga I Is.
resolutions were jussed, which were publish- lot complain of him f>r it) and we cheerful- E. \\ Hiiftlotn
to
Same.
ed to the world. The doings of this public y abide the result. The only thing wc com- John Ilaslcm
plain of is, that the gentleman should comso. 7.
meeting has been comment 'd on by newspapel the prosecuting officer to hang
up tnis
pers in the interest of the' Buchanan party
to
Aaron Graham.
County Treasurer—Hancock
flarrcy Thomas
with much severity. The mob law advoca- ndictment, like Mahomet's coffin, Iwtwcen
County.
be heavens and the earth, for an indefinite
t’d by an Kllsworth town meeting,—as some
Hancock Agricultural Pair.
The County Commissioners of llanoxk
of these prints chose to call its action—was jeriod.
PREMIUMS AWARDED.
County, have counted the votes for County
We think Mr. Bradbury is possessed of too
severely condemn 'd. The very author <if the'
Treasurer, and report the following as the,
SHELL WORK.
ntich sense, to have gone into this matter in
resolutions passed by the town, (which
result of the recent election.
ho way he has, of his own motion. It was Mrs. Moses Herrick, Sedgwick,
$1,00
drew down on its head so much of Union
Kor X. K. Sawyer
3171
done
to
C.
L.
the
Delaitc,
Ellsworth,
,75
satisfy
im{>ortunities
saving Democratic thunder.) sought to make ■vidently
Samuel Greeley
2244
ifsome Quixotic friends, wh have already
Charles Lowell,
,75
the
for
their
capital ugiinst
Republicans
Samuel Leach
294
J.
M.
an 1 who would ruiu
man
him,
lamaged
Trenton,
Noyes,
,75
any
passage, when he was conducting a BuchanJohn R. Soper
238
possessed of sufficient weakness to be influDENTISTRY.
an
in '56! X

**

where

s.\WYEn,.-EDITOU. lished

arc

Among the reverses which befel the democratic piirty at the late election, the dispassionate public have failed to give them the
glory of having carried the grand jury.
The grand jury, with a eonnm ndable zeal
(or justiv.
immediately went to work to
tinker the dilapidated morals of sicietv.—
We are glad to report, as a result of thoir
lab rs, tiie tact that one arrant criminal, a
I f.im t ol the motives of deni »crutic orators,
w
airested in his
unprincipled career, by
an indictment
duly found for li >d. We
mean, of cotirs •, the editor of the Kllsworth
.1 niericon.
Hereupon ensued the anomaly we have
spoken «.if. Mr. Sawyi-r wv.s simply iudioted
in the most m >ff nsi\c, quiet way, of an
offense against the criminal law* of the
State, and this accusation was spread upon
the public records. Perhaps nothing was
intended but to administer to him a wholesome rebuke, to
put into the hands of his
enemies a weapon wherew ith to discipline
and correct him. The State did not wish,
It was
per naps did not intend, to try him.
only in a Pi ktn kian sense that he must be
considered a criminal. But no sooner was
the indictment in a le public than Sawyer
appeared, not only in town but in the very
curtal of the court, talking in the most
preposterous way. about a trial. Why did
not

'—'

o

Supreme Judicial Court.

TRA^FER OF REAL ESTATE.
IN HANCOCK COUNTY,

One Word of Explanation.
Our readers will recollect that we pub-

ending October 23d, os taker
The Court w« opened on Tuendaj »t ten
from tlio Entry Book at the Register ol
stating that a draft for one hundred Julian
M Ii E.H NV O li T II.
o'clock.
Prayer by Her. Robert Cole.—
j
on Robert Bird, drawn in favor of Georg' S.
Deeds Office.
FRIDAY MORNING OCT. 2.'. 1353.
The Jurie* were then impanneled. Judge
BLIIHILL.
Peters, by Hon. Bi *n Bradbury, was paid at
delivered a written charge to tho Grand
on Wednesday of R. G. Durgain
James McNamara. May
to
Bur
s M. PKTTBNUII.L A CO.’S Adrrrtisine \wmky. 119 the Casco Bank, Portland,
Jury. The following member* of the
N*-»au St.. New V >rh. and 10 St
S
street. B
to
Matilda Franks.
that week. The Portland Adoertiscr pub- Ne!s<»n Franks
M. F. A- C
the
f
th- Amkr’cah, and tin*
were in attendance:
Nelson Franks.
inozt influential ami largest oircutatnig NVw!*pnp«'r« in lished the same, the
to
Bangor Whig ditto; and Matilda Franks
C. J. Abbott Esq., B. W. Uinklej Esq.,
1‘nited State* and the Canada*. They
authorized
to F. P. Thomas.
it •van current all over the district, on the Joel I/)ng Jr.
to contract for
at
lateral rate*.
Amo Wiswell Esq., T. C. Woodman Esq.,.
was
N.
T.
Peters
Stover
to Israel Stover.
Geo. S.
S. F NII.ES, (*ucc-*3jr to V. B. l’ainiT.' \- w*pi|»»'r line of the telegraph.
Parker Tuck Esq., Samuel Waterhouse Esq.
AdvertUiufT Affeiit. No. 1 Soul lav’s Buildinjt C urt then
Same
Same.
to
stumping this county in favor of Mr.
Street. Beaton is authwired to
iv.» advertuiuvut* 6#
E. Hale Esq., A. F. Drink water Esq. J. A.
thi* i*Ap,»r, at the
rate*
to Charles Barrett.
r.-juirrU f*>
Bradbury’s election. This draft seemed to Isaac T. Smith
Deane Esq., George S. Peters Esq., and
his
me to offer a better reason for
changing
BROOK LIN.
Geo. W. Madox Esq.
Mob Law.
fronts, from Foster to Bradbury, ond advo- Daniel D. Carlton
to Bcnj. Redman.
GRAND JCRT.
It is hut a few years since our village was cating the latter’s election, thao the ones I
Bridgto*.
Abraham Richardson, Tremont, Foreman.
Banand
in
the
in the midst of unoxcitem nt.that was aim wt had noticed
Bingor Tim?#,
Ziba Bartlett, Trenton; Francis Buck,
unparalleled for intensity, on the question gor Union, and we said so. After that issue Nancy Farnsworth to Noah Woods.
Orland; John L. French, Buckspn.it; Joshua*
of reading the Protestant version of the Bi- of the American was all mailed, we learned
Castine.
Hooper, Costine, (excused 1st. day;) Luther j
ble in our common schools. The why and that the draft was drawn in favor of J A. Chas. K.
Tildcn
to M. L. Hall & Co.
Lord, Surry; Thomas II. Leland, Eden;1
wherefore of this question coming up at that Peters Esq.. Bangor, instead of Geo. $. PeELLSWORTH.
George W. Murch and Gerogc York, EllsIn the n^st issue we
Suffi- ters Esq., Ellsworth.
time, we do not prop we t> discuss.
S. Tisdale t% al (Fore) to J. W. Hathaway. worth; Lemuel E. D. Peters, Bluchill; Wm.
made t!ie c>rrecti m which the facts and juscient for our
is it to

society,

slaughter—nay

be (tllstuortb SLmcrirait,

0
N. Iv.

■

tiC8.

baa occupied over a week rwultod
io a verdict of Guilty of Murder, in the
ji>’tlee of which wo believe that nuirlv all who
h«W rnd tbe report of the trial fully concur.
The eh uracter of thie murder wn? the
auat revolting and shoekine to the fooling?
of human nature that haa
ai»tingn i?hisl the
•unala of crime f,.r year*. The demoniacal
cruelty and atrocity carried forward with
deliberation, which marked the crime, are
almost unparalleled. The poor victim of the
murderer'a lawless paaaion, whose onlv
provocation waain withholding the Sr in "hi? answer, was literally dragged like a bollock to
tbs
to the torture which
found relief in death.
He made no rcri-tanee. ard even picked up a fresh weapon t •
tspply the murderer s use when the first had
•lipped from his hand. Beaten, knocked
down, lacerated and gory, serublK>d down
with a broom, he turned into his berth, fn»;.i
which he ww aguin dragg**d to glut the insatiable mge of his murderer. Hi* exhausted nature which refused to support the
uprightness in which God orcuted his own image, was jeered at as shaming, and hi* dying groans were answered by deadlier blow's,
and so death closed the horrid spec fade and
the disfigured body was launched iritj tin

<l

3400
2482

933
The mistake occured in Gouldshoro, Trenton, and Xo. 21. In each cf these towns;
there were no votes returned fur cither Saw-;

$1,00 yer or Greeley. Xo returns fruin Deer Isle.
tif-J- It Osgood is agent fur the bett mutual
1,00
,75 Insurance Company in New England.
Make him a call befure being iusured elsewhere, at Telegraph Office.
$0,50

preacher
gospel.
appeared that th ? money
was not to be
paid if the plff preached polities,’ which the deft thought he did und consequently withheld }«iyimuit. The jury failed to agree after being out five hours. G.
F. Talbot lor tho plff., Bradbury for deft.”
Bradbury lor drft—Bion evidently has little
sympathy lor a man who has a conscience
in politics
Would it not !*o well to have a
few hunker churches established f«»r
politicians ot the Bradbury
stamp? A minister
who would not meddle with politics or re/1yum would | robahly bo^cntirvly success!ul in
such a locality. [Whig.
it

Mail Koiirer* Arrested. Charles Foster
Brewer, and John Miller of Holden, two
pet sons well known by the police, were arrested list w.vk, charged witli nibbing the
mail between this city and Cherry field—unco
in August last, and again week before last,
foster was arrested W ednesday morning and
escaped from the officers, and was again arrested Saturday niglit.
lie was first found
secreted in a oeller in Holdcn.and the second
time he was taken from a eurrage while in the
net of escaping,in
company with a man named
Davis.
Foster and Miller are now in jail.—
Some of the missing pip-rs, Ac., have bean
found. Tito &rrests were planned a id rnvio
by Mr. Simon F. Walker, assisted by officers
Btckncll, Green and Howard.-—[Whig.
of

Bronchitis.—-Many prc\alent and,
fatality
tending diseases are now comMillinery,
$1,00
prehended under the term “Bronchitis;"
than the Republican doctrine of freedom to
all. ‘*One8wallow does not make a summer," Elections to Take Place Next in all of them the membrane of the air
Month.
nor does the above offer a
very hard *‘nut for
passages is more or less affected. They |
The Elections which take place next resemble
a Yankee to crack.’1
Who has not heard
1
consumption in symptoms and
be extended to a Northern man, in the gen- of the
political prisoner incarcerated in the i n onth will probably settle the character of futality, and in many cases actually end
tl man's own State, who should take the Hostile so
The
long, that when he was set at lib- the next House of Representatives.
in “phthisis.” The PltEUVIAX
In New York, he made a
other side.
SVK-|
erty, such changes had come over the place States which hold elections in November,
The Lubec Silver I. *ad Company re-comup is signally beneficial in such cases
speech intensely partisan in which he took of his nativity—Death had been so busy in are—
nsneed their op-rations at Lubec’ on Monand
has
snatched
from
many
2d Tuesday.
ground in favor of “tarring and feathering" cutting down old associates and com pan ions, Delaware
No. Rep.
1
premature;
lay last, with a g >od prospect of making a
i political opponents. We publish the follow- that he
1st.
0 craves.
begged to be sent back to his dun- Illinois
permanent businms.—[ Rost port Sentinel.
1st. Monday
fcnufT versus Rum as a “Dry Dram" I
ing as a sample:
4
geon to spend his days. ? All this did not Louisiana
Maryland
1st. Wpdnoadnr
f, to moisten the
Tn* Lewiston Falls Lioht I.vrBAXTRr.—
] “These higher law preachers shotild lie pu'v
clay, without weaker-I
Kuug'-'su
iarr**u ana ieuinereu, ana
wmppea D- those life in the free air of Heaven. Neither decs Massachusetts 1st.
11 ino the fabric, Duruo's Catah Snuff is ■V, (apt. Jacks>n, visited this city on
Tuesday
they have thus instigated. This, my friends, tho above instanco
rursday last, and weir- hnapitably entertain1st.
4
of voluntary servitude1 Michigan
Wi« g> lor our country right or «is what was culled in good old
call d in
to alcoholic stim- >1 hr the Bangor Light
uuuujj:
Revolutionary
incomparably
superior
Infantry, Capt.
1st. Mon. i Tues.
5
Barth-tt
A Ball was given them at Wasor*.dying on the scaffold and Holmes, cup- wrong.nnd if the State cho1 s s to find indict- times, lynch law. It is sometimes the very ! prove that slavery is the normal condition cf Mississippi
ulants.
“
1st. Tuesday
tain, acquitted—the result would have boon ment* and lung them up t > dry, and to con- best law, because it deals summary justice the colored people, or of any other. In a j Now Jersey
5
Hull on Wednesday evening.
pvtts's
a public misfortune front which wc are duct i:s criminal | roceeaings upon Pickwick- ; upon those who would escape from all other state like South
1st.
Arrived at Deer Isle, the 20th, from
33
Carolina, where free Hacks New Turk
[Jeffersonian.
ian
we
thankful that we liavo been spared.
say, who has a better kinds of punishment. And when 1 hear a
principles,
1st. Thursday
3 the Day of Chalienr, Scb. Sarah with
\V ho would cure to live in a State man, with sycophantic free and studied arc dealt with so harshly by the laws, sc Wisconsin
right
[Times.
S.
U.
Commissioner's
Court.
Teaall of whose sovereignty had been felonious- phrase, and with assumed
142 bids, mackerel.
philanthropic are not certain but the girl did tho best thing I
Fatal Tebsination or the Bcexinc. Fi.cid ly filched away from it by an invading usur- morality, preaching treason to the constitu- sue could. Even the
erday afteinoon Charles Foster and
81
Democrat ,
Abingdon
Also
the
1
with
240
who
met
Starlight,
quintals lohn Miller were carried before U. 8.
Accident. Miss Nancy Mcllugli,
per. May not the government try its indict tion and the dictates of all human society,
“it is the first instance of the kind known
with the severe accident from the c ireless menU any fine morning next year or th( 1 think that man is a fit object for a lynch says
of fish.
Commissioner llowe, by U. 8. Deputy
Court.—At the time of going to
in
that
of
the
of
Fredat
the
residence
state,”
ass of horning fluid,
notwithstanding
Marshal Stanley, and they were held for
j year after, or anv time when the weather law that would be higher than any he could the part the
Press
but
one
case
to
the
Drowxed.—A
child
of
and
Hiram
erick Hatch on Sumner street, last Wednes- and the juries a *m propitious? Canno urge.”
laws
and
the hardships imJury,
gone
Capt.
severity,
■xaminntion November 3d, in the sum
at
died
the
office:
s
uf
law
the
walk
with
their
morning
eight
yesterday
j
that one not yet decided.
day evening,
greer
What the gentleman means by treason to posed by them on the free colored jieoplo.
We will re- Gross, of Dear Isle, aged seven years, l if 91000. In default of this
and
attention
that
they were
o'clock.
and
their
ir
to
court,
witliou1
!
riverytiling
bags
dignity
the constitution—is to deny that it, per se,
fell into a well and was drowned, one '< ommitlcd.—[Times.
poit the cases next week.
medical skill could do, was put in requisi- being dogged and insulted hv unarreste
To
earri«* slavery all over the domain of the
Advertisers of Foreclosures &c.
tion to alleviate her suffering*, hut theext-n- criminals "bellering'1 far a trial!
day last week.
Long
aivs nature of the burns and the inhalation very long, may it be before such another hu country. It may be well to ask how this
New Clothing at Low Prices—.Vne Hoads
All who advertise notices of Foreclosure in
Admitted to the Bar. Yesterday
acciThe
of flery gas, precluded all hope.
initiating spectacle as this is presented in a gentleman would have liked to have had a tho
The Fillibuster.—It is believed, if inmotion of K. A.
for the Fall Trade—Our friends, J. W.
are informed that a
American,
Harding, Esq., Cht rcomplete
a
fluid
from
W ashington county court—a culprit, ai
dent occurred
upon
pouring
exit of tar and feathers
applied to his back, file of this paper is kept in the Office of the Smith Si Co., corner of Dock Square and Gen. Walker attempts landing in Nica- cs Hamlin, of Hampden, was admitted
lighted fire in the stove, to hasten its c >ni- indicted culprit rushing into court, overaw0 the Bar of the
bustion, and the flame rushing up commu- ing tho prus-cuting attorney, defying tlx when he was advocating dis-union doctrines? Register ol Deeds, lor the purpose of prov- Elm Street, have just replenished their pop- ragua, lie will be repulsed by the British
Supreme Court.
,
nicated with the interior of the can, causing sheriff and Iris deputies, and bullyragging It is well also, to ask the Buehann rs, if lynch ing notice.
This will save advertisers of1 ular Clothing Store with a large and excel- naval force.
[Times.
an explosion, and covering her with the bur- the government for a trial, upon such flimsy law
presents any new attractions when ad- such notices somo trouble and inconvenience lent stock of Cloths, Cassimcres, Doeskins,
A Liniment tbut will stimulate to ac-i
ning liquid. This is the second terrible grounds as the liillof flights in the Maim vocated one of there own leaders?
Mr. John M. Johnson,of Englishman's
as they will not he under the necessity of obby
Vestings. Ac., selected with great care from tion
death to young women which has occurred constitution.
paralyzed limbs, can not fail to cure liver, raised 425 bushels of
Of course the prudent prosecuting officei
potatoes the
in tfim city within a few years from the ear
taining the three extra copies from this' the best commission hous-'s in New York the Rheumatism!
Wc refer to the iresent year.—[Machias l'nion.
lose uee of burning fluid, and these with oth- did what he eould. Ho remonstrated with
and Boston. This firm has marked out a
office
“Engine War.”
er similar IaUl instances frequently occurthe culprit, he told him how unreasonable
Mountain Indian Liniment.
We will
notices of Forcclousure, of | line of policy which is achieving for itself an
Quite a war has arisen in consequence of Orders of theprove
ring, ought to he a sufficient warning to his demands were, he never expected to st*
is
S. J. Court, and other legal, enviable position, and
Ned Buntline's wife was found ana
Millions of Bottles of Mrs. Wix-1
meeting with deguard against tho improper use of this dau- nim here, he was the List man in the work the Engine trial here on the 13th inst., and
notices, when requested to do so, and with-1 lerved success. The very best—us to quality, slow's
be wanted to
he begged him to be paci j
lay last week, lying dangerously ill in
gwous article. [Times.
are sold
the consequent triumph of Xo 1, of EllsSoothing
Syrup
every 1 wretched hovel in Buffalo,
out extra charge.
lied, to go home, to keep out <.f court. Ik
Jurability and style—is what the patrons of year in the United States.
utterly desflew Mill.
felt himself intimidated, subjected to duress worth. Wo did nut witness the trial, and
ituto and alone.
this house aro sure of receiving.
Empty(
had
tho
Editoe
Mb.
pleas- by his very presence. He would dismiss th« was out of town at the time. But on our
:—Yesterday
Fire—A barn belonging to Siloa K. Tri-1 ing experienced cutters, civil salesmen, and
A Feiexu ix Need, is the Balsam of
aro of seeing the New Mill just completed indictment, enter a nol
pros, any thing, pro roturn, we took especial pains to enquire if
Farris or 3lavert.—John C. UnThe Mill vided Mr.
Ixm in Bucksport, waa burned on Sunday iecciving no man, it is no wonder that their Wild
in this place, in full operation.
would not insist upon a the
Sawyer
Cherry to all who are afflicted lerwood of
trial was a fair one, and if tho Bangor j
consists of a direct power gang, constructed trial. At last the irascible
was
Virginia, communicates to
last, containing about 80 tons of hay, model departments are full of purchasers.— with bronchial troubles
night
Sawyer
p-r
or Asthma.
Its , be
after the meat modern atyle, with Messrs suaded tv> return to
Standard an account of
Ellsworth, but whilt Company were satisfied with the award.— mostly pressed; and a large amount of straw Although the ready made clothing sold here
Anti-Slavery
Uiaklay ft Egery’e iron fender poets, by court is in session be is liable to break ir The answer was invariably, that the tTial and
singular power over these diseases has i lie murder of a master by bit slave, at
is as fashionable and as well put together as
grain, farming utensils, carriages, It,e.
BMtpetaat judgis considered the beet iui any time unJ renew his persecutions on the was a fair one; but that the Cummittoe, for j
Isms estimated at £181)0, and no insurance. that of any first class custom tailoring estab- rendered Dr. Wistar famous whenever jlimer in that State. The evidence
jBwapMBE ever made in the construction ol government. W shall feel relieved wher fear of
1 [iven on the trial of the slave establishbeing thought partial to So. 1, was, Supposed to be tho work of an
rasaAeg roar for a gang of saw*, and n> court adjotiri s.
ineendcary. 'tshment in the city—a fact which renders pulmonary complaints are known.
'd the facts that the master was in the
daftt will be generally adopted by manutiicOur distant n\nl.ra will not b? aware 01 •'xtreinoly liberal to the Tiger Company, The barn was located a little out of tho vil- this firw so
popular—particular attention is! Artiu k s IIoke Mauazi.se
Sareraof lumber. Also, a single saw, n Ins the
mbit of whipping the slave till his back
iiuli^tiiii •« to which this Sawv-1 and took Mr. Collet's own judgement as to
for
groat
November
lage, and about 30 rods fromany other build- (Is., given to the custom or order department, IS received. No better
and lath mill. The frame is of the very h, st has subjected th State unless we
ras covered with bloody
t.
the 1 ngth of their j laying.
ono is
gashes and hit
proceed
We
are satia$2,00
publishmatesial and aaatly put together. The' own- tell them, that while this fellow was hrr
ing. When first discovered, it was complete- thus uniting in one house all the elements ed in the
and
trengtn
exhausted,
then, to revive
ti
<1
that
the
country. The reading matter has !
ers ha«e undertaken to mako it one of the his visit w.u*.»
“Tigers" were handsomely ly enveloped in llaiues, and beyond the reach it a successful clothing establishment- The
p. f'-ct ovation. Evil min i
dm, he would wash the bloody back
a decidedly healthful and moral
'ut ii, and that
test mills in the State. It is owned by J ed
it here. ( of human skill to
»ns m me t .wn consorted with hi .1
and
tune;
th»y
acknowledged
:
save.
dock is complete at all times, and also com>rine, and arouse him by the application
W. Coffin, F,sq.. and others of this place. andpv-is
the illustrations are not behind that of
at tented him to court as a
body guuid 1. f.ii. r• t 'I'M after their return., to
any i, >f a red-hot iron. Several lettering
aad was built under the direct supcriuteiid- lie field
every article known as gent's furojsh- other
prises
levee
at
his
i«‘‘
m
1
It
|*erp*tuul
is a general favorite, | mrns
lodging*.—
the
magazine.
j
eupany in a much ( Tue Next Coxorkss.—Including two liewere ehown on the back of the
anca of Mr, James I, M«e *ve, who as a mill- Crowds
j mg goods. The firm possesses every facility and deserves
tnrouged to suhecriltc for hispujN-r m a un i»\ table «*iii m then that of
ta be,
T, S. Arthur.
merei, icgro. It was when the master was
p
wright is nut considered second to any man and there was talk of a public dinner. A! 1
publican members from Iowa, 53 opp wition incident to the husiness, and is well
worthy
The latter might bo and 31 Democratic members
PhilafV It hreatning to repeat this torture, that
annged in the business.
havetbcen elect- if its exteusivo patrunago, Citiiens and
I this reveals an anarchical stato of feeln : 1; opt ing outplayed.
j
Yesterday, the above named gang sawed, I which should provoke the public solicitude. reversed on a sec and trial; the former is not, ed to the next Congress. Should there be it
he spirit of a mao was aroused in the
arc invited to call and
the
£5 legs, into boards, in tlie short space of ! and we
The
rangers
Illustrated
Puebnolohical
officers
inspect
that enter upon so
Almakac
pity the new
no change in the States to elect, the House
easily remedied.
ogro, and he fell the tyrant to the
threo and a quarter bourn.
offered at this so oil. clothing house. for 1S59, haa heen received.
their duties in such a sad aspect of the public
plods
This little I round,
Hunneman Company Xo. 1
j
trampled out his life, and buria, would stand Democrats 130, apposition 118,
published
[Machias I'nion.
peace.
work is fullof interesting information, which' < d him in the
[Boston Ledger.
Oct. 20. U68.
’statement of the matter in tlio Times on, The
garden.
there
of
next
tha
House,
complexion
OtsAi-jiAc/j/,
Hands Hbitpino with Blood am
all would do well to make themselves ac.1
which lias called out a counter foro
on the elections in New York
Illinois, Tom. Corwin, who has just
Fas Saceirr Vura. The official result of no Money.—The mutineers and niur* Tuesday,
j
depends
<*Faiu«e or Daniel E. Somes.”—A large
quainted with, principally on Phrenology.—
statement by Mr. Collet, of Bangor, who. snd New
Mien elected to Congress in Ohio, is
the ballot fur Sheriff of this County is repor- derers of the
Jersey.
stuup- All the works published by Fowler A
ruugbt is suddenly mule on the sympathies
| to be tried. whaleship Junior arc soon was understood to be the agent of Tiger Co.
ted as follows
Wells,
for
the
Illinois
He
f
is
one
the .4ry«i.
What with the case of the
ng
I believe it was cf the ringKepublicans.
^
aim to make man better and
GI87 1
Charles P. Gilmore,
I shipmasters,”
and acted as such while here.
happier,
We under- j Corn Docxet. There are four hundred >f the most popular speakers in the West.—
and that of our member of
leader
of
this
that
Mr.
said
Choate
gang
5078
JubaH Wilson,
Fowler A Wells.
( 'ongTWB elect, wo fear the Argus must fail
the other day a roost significant thing.— stand that some of Mr. Collet’s statements, and twelve eases of the old entries; and sev- Jon. F. P. Blair is also doing good service
But for
New York, i * furnish the necessary demand.
1WJ
••What!” said he, in reply to a state- will be met by such testimony, and by such mtv-cight of them marked for trial, on call- i n the same State- The election takes place
Majority for Gilmore,
I, lie relief of the Argus, we leant that attseh(Jeffers mian.
ment as to the desperate condition of an overwhelming amount of it, showing to ing tho Docket, Tuesday. There was no ac- text Tuesday. If Mr. Douglas succeeds, he
j IF The Bar, on Wednesday, noticed the'1 teuts have recently been made on Mr. Somes'
sethe fellow, “Hands dripping with blood the contrary of his assertions, as will leave ion
ready for trial the first day, and t; • j ;ain« a position that will enable him to eoi- death of Thomas Uobinaon Esq., in suitable I ro|ierty for claims already abundantly
(j ood ^otataes are very scarce in our murthat receiptors arc or arc about to be
no money !
He’s
a lost mm !’*
no room to doubt where li^a the
and
urud,
this
this
of
fital
3
o'clock
has
been
marc
a
dismissed
the
Juries
at
netice
on
his
own
disease
right
of
The
terms,
the hogii: terms, by remarks and resolutions.
Stt
Judge
|iier
Wo j iveu, and that bis business will
4*
go or
matter.
[Correspondent X. Y. Paper.
Muaontfaau ever before —[Eisfpirt sentinel
?. M.
shall publish the
lomocratlc'party,
sual
proceedings next week.
[Advertiser.
j
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FOREION NEWS.

Steamship

[For the American J
LINES
On the death of George L. Peters, in BlueA*//, Aug. 20/A, 1858, aged 7 yrs.
We mourn 'tis thus, wo mourn 'Us thus,
That the beauteous blossoms die,
Ere scarce their leaflets ope to receive
The breath of the morning sky;
We view them in their onward’growth,
Wc inhalo their fragrance sweet—
Alas ! how soon the oponing flower
Li.38 withered at our foet.

New York, Oct. 26.
Liverpool 16th

Persia from

arrived here to-day.

A panic prevailed at Vienna, caused
by tbe intended specie payment by the
bank.
The Duke of Malakoff was married on
the 12th.
A prospectus had been issued to establish the Ualway steamship line with
a capital of half a million.
France has accepted the mediation of
a friendly power in dispute with Portugal, and a pacific solution it considered
certain.
There is a great decrease of specie in
the Bank of France.
H Bombay advices have been received to
Sept 21. Tbe disarmed troops at Mooltan had mutinied and been nearly exter-

Aeon its shadowy

Oh, is it thus

destroyed

wings

are

oh, is it thus

!—

shall

•«
**

••

STORE OX MAIX STREET,
(opposite the Ellsworth House.)

$10

10
Keeps constantly ou handHarneaeefof all kinds,
1Q
Carpet Bags, Valicos, Whips, Lashes, 4c.
10
Harnesses Cleaned and Oiled at short notiee.
10
30
Ellsworth, June 10, 1858.

Jewelry repair'd

and

and

JOSEPH FKIKKD k CO.,
MERCHANT
TAILORS,

"Thy will he done, thy will be done,"
May our mourning hearts now sny ;
"The Lord he doeth all things well,
He gave—He takes away."
Then let us bow- -serenely bow
Beneath the chastening rod,—
The spirit of the loved one trust
With our Heavenly Father—Hod.

Also manufartlrer of Davis* Patent Bee Hire,
with Torrey’ impoovement, for those who
Lave purchased the right to use
them.
Ellsworth Me.
Shop on Franklin, St. 18

J. & D. MILLER,
Gcsrral Com mission Merchants.
and

No. 7 Commercial

Orctua, P. CM, llurtlngiun, Co., N J.
P. a.—Any communicaliou for me will be rveieved by
addressing to the car* of my sou, (merchant*.) 1UJ CheatNew

.41 Lowt'kl Brink for C»klif

Tho vessel is built and fitted up with
every conve ience for comfort and safe- nut street.
tr as a first class
Kitsi matism.—Another wonderful cun* was that of Mrs
passenger ship, and will
nuke the company who take passage in Montgomery, cortM-r of Fed'ral itreet and LungUr.e, who
"wa*
almost bent double.’’
Every body in the whols
her for San Francisco pleasant, fine or
knows her fur many yean* past.
mare physicun* are to be of her coin- neighburhood
Pi Lies.—Further evidence of the magic ami almost mipiny, anil tho outfit of provisions will be raculoui j«ower of l>e Grub k Co’s "K ectric Oil,” may
«ith that liberal hand which character- t>« s**en in the case of
Harvey Mead, Ilhecs street, below
ize the owners.

—

[l

imes.

lf|»ruce, Camden,
lie

"d«»-*

who

much work

was

much

Judg",

The sggr -gates are
J M Read
Wui A Porter

<

S.
1k

<’•>.

l<-

Elm st.,

I I AVISO connection wi*h all the largest manufacturing
* * establishments in N v*
York, together with home facilities, we enj* y superior advantages for supplying the very
b.-st goods at the lowest possible prices. The sty les wili
In* found to excel anything made in the New Kuvclnml
States, and the workmanship f .»r exooeds anything her* tie
fore offered in this market. and U so a* koowledgvd l>y ul
win* pnironix our stablislmient.
We also make to order garments of every description
fmol/wicanci on the price* «,f nui
at »h^<rt notice, at
r* ady made clothing.
IsSmos.
Boston*, Oct. LU, IsaS.

the

genuine Oil, with writteu sign*,
Grath k Co. ai d A. E. smith. Chemist,
lures f
i 1’rincipil office 39 South Eighth street, Philadelphia,
I three doors Ul>w t hestnut, ntar the tjftal *•Masonic
l*e Grath

SQ.VRE,

BOSTON.

head and -arache, nothing can surpass ihf "Electric Oil,”
as dv iuoti«trsled ii: hundred* of instance*.
|te*pectal'!e dealers in various place* are authorised by

:

181.250
lo'r.HSd

DOCK

afflicted, and now Rays
Ol’,thau for many
La-Mayor of Camin

—

J. W. SMITH & CO.

since using the
C. Seaton, E*q

The Harrisburg Union of the 20th has year* pr •* ious.” Ask
tho Official Returns on the State Ticket den, a!*o.
Pursues —For this complaint, also, gathering
from all hut nine amall counties of Pounsvlvania.

BY

25,883
ls:t.l57
157,318

opposition majority

a

large assortment

of

aad

1

*

splendid lot* tdK#t

Plaid

SkSMtfL iViU.S>

M A D O X
Attorney anti Counsellor at Laic,

;

reein to

lave

IMPORTANT

DISCOVERY

Will five his attention specially and promptly
to the collection Business.
Office u« Main Street, noxt door to C. U.

lias

now

j

Fabalum Vita

gained its positiou
the public as

reek's.

before

I s'*-

i\r.M r.j f r

~~s.
Office

uvered for the

wattkrhou&e,

ATTORNEY k COUNSELLOR AT
Ellsworth Maine.
over

II. F.

speedy

ind

20.

nil

(tlier

Complaints.

corner

fyoffico removed

Block,

near

the

(JHJNJ
ware:

And

ELLSWORTH, ME.
:

UNRIVALLED VIRTUES
and un >, uaUifird superiority
of this preperation t > any other remedy now extaut, mid are constantly contributing to give it a
wider and more enviable reputation. From its
volatile nature, it affords vapor* freely, and consequently is direct iu its action upon the Lunj.«
and A>r Paaaayea.

Member of tho “X. Y. and Brooklyn Medical and i'uthoiogical Society.”

wed selected

large

stock

of

HAT* ft ft*M*
a good aasortmentof Groceries, Vhmr and
all of which wiU be sold aa cheap as can ha
this state.
A. ROBINSON.
St
Ellsworth, Sept. GO, 1868.

Meal

Ac.
iu

bought

A Casket af Gems of Wit and Wisdom.**

A TIlOtM.Vll AM ONE
OK

agenoies and
United States

news

STOIIES,

FACT AND FANCY, WIT AXD HUMOR,
RHYME. REASON. AND ROMANCE.

KliITtll BY 8.

n.

ODOftltli'A—(PBTBB PALLET.

On« volume, large octi.ro,‘handsomely bound In rad moroe
co, with gilt tide and back; containing 7t0 pages, eud
llluet rated

at

F. GLEASON.

|

|

;

|

JUST lECEIVED

by 3QQ.Braut ifa l

jtayrairmp*.

Thu design of tuie b« ok is to bring whole libraries into a single volume—to furuiah a mental
meal f* r every day and every hour—for every
taste, humor, caprice—a book for tha grata and
guy, the old and young; we have, therefore,
Science and Philosophy, Rhyme and Reason, Wit
and W isdom, Fact and Fancy, which,put together
a* they came, produova sort of intellectual plum
pudding, inasmuch us the whole is peppered and
spiced with puns, conundrums, and drolleries, to
say nothing of a garnish of three hundred ehgrav-

|

TIIE

a

Together with

Illustrated Paper will

published regularly ©very Saturdy,

SHOES,

BOOTSgfrif&

of Tremont and Browfitld Streets, Boston
Mass., by

in the treatment of the above complaints.
Its unabated popularity, numerous certificates
of remarkable cures, the reoomuudation of some of
our most eminent physicians, and the analysis of
Dr. A. A. Haynes, the State assaycr, all give convicting proofs of

Hancock Bunk.

A. D. CRABTRE, M. D.

AXD

LINE Or BATTZB SHIP

THE MOST ASTONISHING SUCCESS

to Granite

glass]

GLEASON’S

Pulmonary'

r,

BLANKETS.

CROCKERY,

.•orner

Hancock A

Main Street's.
entrance to

!

md the Canadas.

Bron-1

White, Red,'Blna Xixad, Yellow aad Bin#

Wrought Collars and Sleeves, Sett* do. of Collars aad*
with
Sleeves, Cloths. Caaalineres, Twara^ ftre
a good assortment of Domes tie*. As., Ac.

••

the

€LOTI&,‘

Table Linen, Napklna,

HEAVY WOOL

Glrasnns Publishing Hall,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Residence—Zcbulon Smith’s,

!

TERMS $2 PER ANNUM.

principal periodical and
-expectable literary Depots, iu

.,

WATCH SPRING SEIRTS,

for couiic illustration.

new

woo!,

A DIES

.1-4 4-4 and 5-4
PlauuU*.

CONTRIBUTORS
been engaged, and every department will bo

The discovery of an eminent sill be
French Physician alter many years !
of study and observation, it contin- |
dually meets with

UR F. R. SWAZEY.

subjeots

ill the

I81MF1IOX,
Colds, Hoarseness,

Austin’s .Store.

be fit

flic first number of this

relief
OK

EKMANENT CURE
LAW,

t

a

and

cotton

Brown and Blenttml

sondneted under the most efficient and perfect syscm that experience can suggest.
This popular
journal will be printed upon fine saiin surface pa
per, from new and beautiful copper faced type
manufactured expressly tor us, and will present
>n its mechanical execution tho
most acceptable
-videuce ol the progress of American skill. The
lire of this elegant specimen ot artwill be about
1500 square inches-eight supcrroyal quarto pa-

F1.VSWORT1I. ME.

Fousil’a

and scarfs.
A li wool and

j

AN UN RIVALLED CORPS OF

‘jOtf*

HIGHLY

&?

>

consist of a "broadside” of Humorous engrnvngs, executed by the best artists in thnt line, and
limed good naturedly and in a spirit of genial fur
it the reigning follies of tho age, aud such new
public projects, fashions and occurrences, as shall

DARWIN X. .WOOlt & Co.

Ellsworth, April, I808,

W

ih^w|s,

I

SSllfP

LINE-OF-BATTLK

READY MADE CFFIXS
always on band.
N. B.—Buggy Wagons For Sale

35

Ellsworth, Sept. 30, lb58.

Bay Stale Empire, Waterloo and Pcteedals Leaf aad Nqoara
Waterloo Cape Shawls a new and heaatlffcl srtteAn,
Cashmere Lon g and Square Shawls, Rich Chun els Shawls

!

will

of all sizes

EUGENE HALE.

skAWlAi;

ILLUSTRATED

GLEASON’S

All of the above articles will be sold at the very
lowest prices. Store at the West End of the bridge
in connection wHi the Steam Mill, where all kinds
of Cabinet work and Tui ing will be douo to ordcr.

store, in rooms formerly occupied by the Hancock
Lank.
The business of the late Thomas Robinson remains with the undersigned, who will attend to its
settlement at the above named office.

O

and Cartnin*

Po*ls and Nlair Bnnnistrr*.

COl'XSELLOR ;nd ATTORXEY at LA IV,
ELLSWORTH, ME
Ornce o* Maim Stekt, over deo. X. Black’s

j

>n88*
In these pages are given the csecnoes of fheugbt
and sentiment from Goethe, Sydney Smith,' Sam.
and many other.*; clur.cal anecdotes,
Johnson,
|
—AT—
i Hibernian eccentricities, W estern extravagsnsas,
from
the four mntisof ike l*reee; outlines
j gathered
of the tale* of Dun Quixote and Uil Bias; of the
from Boston, a new end large stock of
fables of Flavian and Lafontaine; of the epic
L H. THOMAS.
poems of Jerusalem Delivered, Teleinaehur,
The discredit which has thrown upon all prepUrland Furioso, and others; of the Life and SayS II F. R I F F
arations not proscribed by regular physicians, bv :
ings of .Mrs. Partiu> ton and the W idow Bodott;
MAINE. reason of the recklessness with which worthies* Among their stock may be found a large assortment of of
HANCOCK COUNTY
the Bunchy Papers and the Green Mountain
|
and injurious compounds have been imposed upon ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN Girls; of the Life of Sam Houston, Gerard the Hi*
Gflic'3 in Granite lllock, Main At., Ellsworth.
the public, will tend to deter many from avaliug
killer, Gumming* the elephant-destroyer, and
CLOTHS,
,____
themselves of the benefits of this dreperation; the I of nil colors and
Livingston the giraffe-chaser; of A'tevena’ traVeil
qualities, and of the latest Importation
agent, however, assures the public in all sincerity and most fashionable sty les. Also an extensive assort in Egypt and Puleatiue, Paul aad Virgin*
CALVIN r. JOY.
Alexander Dumas, the Swiss Family Robinson
that this mcdicino is not on!* perfectly *atf, and | meat of
Mr. Gliddon and Sam Patch; with spicy citations
DEPUTY SHERIFF,
free from all drliltrious mjrtditnts, but gnarenties !
v
tings.
all
that
ho
of
that it will effect
prose und poetry, from the master-spirits a
reprerents, not hav- consisting of Silks, Grenadines, Cashmeres and Velvets,
ELI.SWOKTII ME.
ing heii'd of a single ease where it has failed to all styles and colors. Together with a complete assort | the day—Longfellow, Bryant, Bayard Taylor
Dr. Kane, Commodore Perry, cte. It furnish**
msnt of
give satisfaction.
It is warranted to cure
i also, a fund of information for the serious—the
D E P U T Y S IIE R IF E,
Consumption by using One to Six ButtUs;
| Natural History of the Bible, which is a tab*
Bronchitis by using 0u« to Three Bottles;
jeet of exhau.-tless interest; striking facts ia
BUCKSrOUT, MU.
of the most fashionable styles. Among which may be fount
Astronomy, Chemistry, and Natual History; reCoughs by using less than One Bottle;
Colds by using it Two toSix Days;
markable Biographies, interesting Travels, aad
!
less
au
at
the
ti
0n«
Wonderful Discoveries in Art and Sciences.
Bleeding
Lungs by using
made from various qualities of English, French. Qerraai
DEPUTY SHERIFF,
Pktkr Parlkt, the editor of this buok, has a
| bottle;
and
American
Broadcloths.
Also,
world-wide reputation, as an author—his writllonrsenosp by using loss than ono bottle;
LONG ISLAND, ME.
Soreness of the Chest by using leas than 1 bottle;
; ings having become familiar as household words
wherever the English language is spoken. Tliid
Price $3 per bottle, accompanied by a Treatise.
1SRAFL B.
IS HIS LAST WORK, and we predict for It a
For sale oy
made of Caster, Beaver and Esqunmaux Cloths.
Justice of fA« Peace and Quorum.
j popularity equal, if not superior, to that acquired
J
F.
by any of his furmor publication.
LONG ISLAND, ME.
SOJ.E AGENT.
jyTbla work will le SOLD
Notary Public. Commissioner on Wrecks and
of all s'ylcg and qualities. Also on hand a handsome as
48
and Quali'ying officer.
j BY SUBSCRIPTION, at the low prioe of $3 SO.
Mass.
sortment of
5, Milk
Agents wanted in all parts of the country to
obtain subscribers for it.
And by all respectable Bragg 1st* and Apothecaries in tb
ALBION K. P.
ami
/British Province*.
I'nited States
Specimen capita will le scat
Ibaif, pupaid.
the Peace and Quorum,
40 5v.
Justice
For ftfcH
|
A large stock of
; k any address on receipt of the price.
paniculate uddrisd.
LONG ISLAND, ME.
1’kp.lt X J acFkov, Publishers,
NEW
UK Nassau St.. KcdYoi'kJ

ME.
SEDGWICK
Kbeerkntf..—F rof. W. II. Hadley, Brooklyn.
II. M. Sweet, M. D., N. Y. City.

j

PADELFORD it CO’S.
CLOTHS AND CLOTHING.

<

j

!

j

e;s

j

~~

T. D OR

L

R7

Fall and Winter

Clothing,

j

ALBION K. P.

BUSINESS

LUNT,

COATS,FROCKS

AND SACKS

Heavy Winter Raglans

LUNT,

LAFOBME,

EXCLUSIVELY

Street, Huston,

j

shot miasm

LUNT,

Ly

of

I'm AS

**11 the

Prof. Do Grath's Electric Oil.

'

'I

1

Furnishing Goods,

SAC HU SETTS

IN ELLSWORTH.

1’ E A R S 0 N
JOHN S
opened » stove & tin

Office No. S Foot’s Building. Corner of Main and Sun
Street.
Incorporated by the Legislature of Massaehuaetta.

HasSHOP below S.

«t II. A. Dutton’s store on
Water Street, where ho may be found at all times
with as good an assortment of

GUARANTEE CAPITAL $100,000.
With a

constantly increasing

surplus.

Wlifto Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, Stocks. Cravats
Scarfs, Pocket Handkerchiefs, Under Shirts, Draw
era. Hosiery, Suspenders, Black', White and Fan
cy Kid Gloves, Silk, Lislo T.ircaJ, and vuriou
other Styles of

1

RECEIVED.
G. I). HIVING & CO,

G L O V E S
Together

with a large assortment of
! Respectfully announces to their customers arid’the pub
Saddler’s and Embroider? Silks.
lie gcncrally,that they have just returned ftrmu DoeUm with
a complete tut rtment of
Dress
Buttons
and
Sewing Silk,
Xeedlus, j>urcAm.v«<

expressly to accommoilate the Lathes.
and WINTER GOOES
$3T Wc ar© also prepared to make up CLOTH
ING to order, in tho ueatest and most workman .! consisting of Fonnets. Ribbons. Flowers. KuhnS'crd'

\FALL

OFFICERS.
CALEB RICE, resident.
Vice
President.
L. D. BEACH,
FRANCIS B. BACON, Secretary.
ALFRED LAMBERT. M. D.t Medical Rxamlnor.

Congress

STORE!|

STOVE

MUTUAL.

LIFE lXSlIRAXCF, 10MPAXY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

j

give

BOSTON PRICES,
may ho fband
whic^'
Silks.. Afs*»,

Among

with accurate engravings, by eminent artists of
lOtable object.. current events in nil parts of the
world, and the national customs and social peculiarities of every people. It will contain, views of
-very important City, of ediifces of note in the
-astern and western hemispheres, ot all the principal ships and steamers ot the Navy and Merchant
crevice; with fine, accurate protraits of every great
public character, male and femi.le. Sketches of
picturesque scenery, representations of ‘life on the
wave,'and exact illustrations of admirable or curious specimons from the animal kingdom, will
iIjo be given. One great feature of

of

Bedstead*, Fence Posts, Newel

EUGENE HALE,

)

maining

hand

MILLER.

D. \V.

1,10

asortment

Glass, Looking Glass Plates,
Putty, Wo>den Ware,(’hil ’nn’rCibs,
and V\ agon*, Jutc Floor Mats, lied Cords,
Clothes Liues, Clothes Pins, Feathers of Varirious Qualities, 4%., 4*0.
Wc also manufacture and keep constantly on

Portland pier)

of

large

Puprr Hanging*

Portland, Me.

HE ELECTRIC OIL.—Electric Cur-*—Pain is th<
relieve the pain, and Chech tin
proniouRor of Death
! dpeas*-.
Tim pit"
Prof. l>e Grath's Electric Oil is the marvel of the age
Pric 26 ct* SOcta, 75 cts, and $1 p<-r bottle. Large t the following (nut everything :)
2*40
bottles t»u tunes cheapest.
! Cue** I’ heumuti-m. often in a day \
ures Neuralgia, poothache, two minutes;
Frazer ahead
25.348
Cure* Cramp in ?*i nioch, live min' tes,
jy 5000 Agents Wanted.—TuhoII three
Cures, Purus, Wouuda, Brui«>*, one to three day*)
The Union estimates th it the nine re- ! ucw and unequalled invention*—wanted by every family
j Cu e* Headache, fifteen minutes,
counties will
20.000 votes, My agents hare cleared over |2ioou selling one of them. ! ( urea Ktr-aehe, Stiff .Yock, Ague, one night.
Cures Piles, 5'V 11.d Glands, ten days.
to
atul
of which Read and Frazer will have 1000 Articl s are light. Cheap, easy carry,
very taitnj- 1
Cures Felons, Broken Breasts, salt Rheum, two to ad
maiorifr
Th#» VnfA is n litrlo liouvin* Several Diplomas, Silver Medal from American Institute,
days
me fbr them.
been
have
Cures
ml
4
a
//emorrbuge, scrcfuUt, Abscess, six to ten days.
New
grants
patent*
York,
than that for Governor last year.
Cure* Frosted Feetaifcl Cl.ilnlalus, one to three days
One patent iu England ami one in France. Put iu 4 stamp*
Cures A\itie and Fever, une to three days, ami all nor
The
on
and I will send you, grati*, *0 |a;ci particular* of the
vous and scrofulous affections,
ii not far from 10,000.
Cures Deafness. one to four days;
LI'IIRAIM UllOW N,
iu the Country.
j
best
agent
jr
j
all pains iu tU* Back, Breast, 4*c.
Cures
Mass.
L'wreii.
Uwpj

Read ahead
Canal Com.
Wm E Frai r
Wcslhey Frost

Street, (Head

a

of the latest style and Fashions from N«.w York.
Also, Window Shades, Tassels, Curtain Fixtures, Hair Cloth and Damask for for Covering Lounges. Ac. Doors, Pash,

dealers in

N. J. MIl.I.EIt, Jr.

1

master

an
mklawur of the
notable events and literature pf the time. Its
ample eolums will always c mtain a goodly store
rif popular Original Tsles, Sketches of Adventure
ju Sea and Land, and Poetie Gems,
by the

m

BEAUTIFULLY
Also,

FLOUR, FEED, AND PRODUCE.

aTnoticesT

CLOTHING

A l.fir »~1 *rt mtmuA mmb tlmmml Mlwk- AM
goods, which will he aoM aft

present,

|

Academy.

Ready-Made

and larze

to

^

BlfcS09lfi

A. HO

SOFAS. LOUNGES, EXTENSION,
CENTER ANI) CARD TABLES,
BEST AMERICAN
AUTHORS.
cam prising worry grade thm 1l> earn tof 1,7k
STUFFED CHAIRS,
Also the cream of domestic and foreign news so
Main
below
Next Door
Street,
Whitirg’s Store,
as to
;ondcngcd
tho
FANCY
present
largest possible
CHAMBER
SETTS
1
2>&3#fl mv+ma,
Ellsworth,
CANE SEAT, WOODi amount of tho intelligence of the day; tho whole am y.Mi
Bleb TbtWeMM »/l ibaimitAMm,(MM
well spieeu with
i
SEAT AND
Friutnl aU *.»l ThUvu, Cobafm., WMM tubirwa.l—
GEO. CUNNINGHAM.
I Black AipiiitCi CwyTov, Btripf*. Tatoielaa, BaalnBamHa
R OCKING CHA IRS, 4
WIT
AND
HUMOR.
C.,4C.
|
CirraMian PlakU, (lub PvpHiM, PtUbm, How am
SHIP wheel manufacturer,
A Inn, • hr?, wnonmc.it of
In polities, aud upon all sectarian question*, it I Scaeii Gingham.,
Wool, Hcmf, Cotton luid Oi
noth
will be strictly neutral.
momma nrr a mm a»i» joasm.
Each edition will be.

FRANCISCO!

Fine

object of this paper is
r|MIE
every week,
agreeable

8cw oreitnca at

Cloths, Clothing, $c.,

Dealers in

Clipper

SAN

new

NEW

CHEAP!!

fiTTU SUf.

AND

war-

New Yonx, Cct. 26.
The Grand Jury's indictments found
T II K
against public officers, comprise five
against Charles Dovlin, ex-strcct comVplendi.l .New
Ship
missioner, for conspiracy and obtaining
under
false
four
goods
against
pretences;
Charles Tuner, ex-deputy street commisAM'
sioner, conspiracy and misdemeanor ; two
MARRIED
against James F.iry.ex-street commission( HAS. X. PI'Xni.r.TOV ttnstcr,
WHI ff.tll K>* 11 (l \1 imSTfiV KilR
er, like offences; two agiinst John KitzIn Oonldsboro’, Oct. 23d, by U. M. Sargent, 1
patrick, contractor; two against John B. Kiq., Mr. Freeman 1*. Joy to Mis* Georgian* :
Smith, late of the comptroller's office ; Moore.
also, against F. T. Vidal and Peter H.
SOME TIME \S NOVEMBER,
DIED.
Dryer, city surveyors; Enoch Dean, late
When there w:II be printed notices forwnr’ed to
president of the Bowery bank, and John On board Sch. Martha Sargent, very suddenly, i\ll her passengers. at least twelve days previous,
giving the day and hour of her sailing. A limitMcLean, ex-councilman.
in Bay St. Lawrence, Mr. Joseph Cousins, kof ed number ol
passengers will be taken in the
02
Sedgwick, aged
years.
main cabin at $100; a lew more can bo acoomtnn.
Tim Clipi-ir Ship Ooldeis Rocket.
datwd with stnte rooms, if desired. The tare on
board the ship will be the same for all. Those
This tine ship, built by Messrs. Dunning
spkci
wishing to avail themselves of the best opportun& Dole for a California passenger
ship,
ity ever before offered, to go to California, must
lies at the P. Si K. Railroad
]r LADIES, READ THIS, from a Physician, who) make an early application, as tho main cabin is
Depot tuts
well
since
known
f-r
bet ween deck«. which will be tilled with freight
comment,
practUod
1325—(too
wharf, and will be ready to aail on Monunless previously engaged for passengers; there
Paor. Dr Gr.*rn, Philadelphia.
day next for Boston, preparatory to (j'rnl/rsus-Al Interval*
during thirty year* past, my will be ono or more Physicians on bonrd. Capt.
starting on Pacific voyage. She has wife has l>een subject to Rheumatism of the most violent IV.nulkti'N is extensively known to be a man of
been built under the superintendence of cast—(say four tine * a yar)—sometimes to severe as to strict temperance principles, of long experience
and sterling ability a* » •'hip in si-ter, ami one in
Jephtha Nickerson, w hose reputation ns make It Decenary to adminUter large do*e* of the tinc- whom all. who should place themsalvcs under his
ture of guircuin uud mo'phia, and to nick h- like an care, could feel, at all times, full confidence.
a master-builder has been increased
by
For Freight or Passage please make an early
the excellent qualities of this vessel, and infant, in a large rocking chair, to Induce any repos-.—
sou
(No. ll>3 application at 1'ivvi.nuA Doi.k’sOIFicc in Banthe contractors for tho wood ami iron Having frequent trrespoudence with my
gor, or at Thomas 1-. Wells A Cos, No. 128 State
Chestnut street, of your city,) I inf -rined him of an attack
DOLE A Dl'XNIN'ti,
work. Sic., Messrs. E. 0 Toothackcr, J. •he had about the middle of last month, (January ) which Street, Poston.
2w40
Case. J. Savage, F. B. Snow, II. Whit- wa» of such severity as to completely paralyte the system, j Bangor Oot., 25, IftaS.
comb, S. Cross, A. Cross, E. Adam«, M. Hr, in ids anxiety for hi* mother’s welfare, sent me a hot- j
Saunders, and A. C. Whitcomb of Hi ew- tie of your Electric Oil*, but as I am one of the practitiouer* of medicine tn’our place, and not a pronely to to any
er have done the work in a
thorough and kind of pitenl tordtciiir,
I diJ hesitate to give it a trial;
FALL AND WFVFKR
workmanlike manner, and equal to that
however, on reflection. I concluded to try It, which I did,
ever put into any vessel on the river
or
#f prr*nm*, directly up to ihe letter, and after the third
in Maine.
The carved work by Mr. or fourth application she became rather passive, and beThomas Seavoy of this city, is beauti- f.ire oue-thirJ of the bottle wa* used, not a single vestige
fully executed. The ornamental work of the disease remained in the system, and she still conInues well, although she rode out a distance of four ter n J
on the stern is from an
original design miles
without a renewal of any of the sympU in*.
I thereELEGANT OVERCOATS,
j
which is very handsome and
appropriate. for feel it my duty to suffering humanity, and also fully
ANl) BUSINESS COATS,
FROCK
'1 lie Golden Rocket is to ho commanded
believing that merit, under all circumstance*, should he ;
by Capt. Charles N. Pend let an of Sears- rewarded, to forward tins testimonial. 1 am you *, truly,
PANTS AND VESTS,
Josk.ru P. ELtixToa, M. D.
port, an experienced and skillful shipsuperbly made and trimmed,

THE subscriber* hire just received a
sortmei
of the following articles;

~T

CkOODill

LINEOF

PP ER n A.VGIVGS if.,

~

oct29 tf

Tl'ITION.
Common English,
$3.00
3.50
Higher,
languages,
4,00
nnd
Music, Painting,
Drawing, extra.
N» scholar iak• n tor I* ss than one hair n term.
For further information address the Principal, or
J. «. NICTIOLS, Sec.
East Corinth, Nov. 1, 1S54.
3w

I

OZLEASOlSr’S

®AB3PI!ril,

Trunks,

may have access to.
In former terms there has been a difficulty In obtaining
hoarding places, we can say now that ample provi*ion*
have been made and good accommodations may be found
for $1.75, and $2,00 |* r week.

We'll plant the flowers he loved so well
On the earth above his breast—
Mild zephyrs will play their leaves among,'
Breathing songs of tho land of rest.

cnlcrpriso.

m

to
to
^
to
to

rriIE WINTER TERM of East Corinth Academy will
*
commence, MONDAY, Dec. 6th and continue 11
weeks, under the Instruction of A. C. Hkrrmt, A. It
wh» intends to hare charge of the school f..r two years or
>1r. II. havintr had an experience of sever al years
more
in teaching, hopes, with what assistance he has, he will
give satisfaction. All those who go to school to learn,
may bo confident that none arc admitted into the school,
■r permitted to remain, who do not get thrir lemon*.
fhir otiject is to have a healthy discipline t and patrons
who send scholars may be assured that everything will he
done to make the school interesting—such as having lwfnr s and familiar experiments in chemistry and philosophy—aiming to give a practical education.
There i« a society established fer inprorement in debating and writing. Also, there is a /ibrary that scholars

spread,

lie's sleeping now, he’s sleeping now,
In his lone and lowly bod,
Whilo the stars their ceaseless vigil keep
O’er tho mansions of the dead.

and money for his professedly peace-

h

ranted._
East Corinth

To sound on
Will he ne'er come back to cheer the heart
With the laugh of joyous mirth,
Nor his vacant seat ne’er again bo filled
At the table—the fireside hearth ?

movements of Gen. Walker arc

•;

Watches, Clocks,

—

hear,
for his footsteps fall
the listening ear T
no more

Drops

*3
3
4
3
3

Gold Pins of a|| styles,
Ladiet and Gents Sic to Buttons,
Ladies Gold Guard Chain.
dents Vest Chains, Gold and Silver.
Gold and Silver Watches.
Also, Second hand Watches from $3 1-2 to $6, warto
ranted
keep good time.

And list in vain

regarded with much interest, especially
in diplomatic circles—it being represented that he is well supplied with both
ful

!

his voice

Wo

Wasiuxgtox, 21th!

men

Coral
Florintine
Roman Mosiac

.*

match, froui

"W

rmiTin

HARNESSES and TRUNKS,

Prices.

to

E

NEW WEEKLY

Manufacturer of

elr y,
at at Reduced
Ear

IT

Atmrnsmnsr

a

© w

Selling
rjAMEO IMns and
y Goldotone

But it bears the toted away.

the forts
at Nnmtoo, China, but spared the town.
Prioress was boated for Cmsarwitch
handicap by half a head. Rocket was
winner. Thirty-four horses ran.
Great excitement exists in Candia owing to fears of a general massacre of
Christians by tbo Turks.

Tbe

«T

BUSINESS CARDS.

r>xj]^]sr,

Juft returned from Boston with
NE\f STOCK OF

'Tis thus with life, 'tis thus with life—
Frail childhood is this flower,
It gains our hearts, it wins our loic,
As it blooms in home's sweet bower.
There comes a face—an angel form—
Uow darksome seems its stay;

minated.

The British troopi

a. tp.

a-

itw

■.

like
offered for sale in this vicinity where
ho will sell at lower prices than the same quality
of Stoves can be bought in the County. A splendid assortment of Parlor Stoves of various paterns.
Franklin and Cylinder Stoves for wood or Coal.—
Box ami Air-tight with and without ovens.
Fire Frames, Ash, Oven and Boiler Mouths,
Fire dogs, in fact every article found in a first
class Stove and Kitchen furnishing ware room.
as were ever

DIRECTORS.
I P B- Tyler,
| A. H. AVERY,

uw.

mannner.

Ulovw, llimu-ry, &c.,

Ladies Cottars,

OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

Together with

cannot be excelled in tho State, as wc have one o
the most careful and scientific Cutters in the Coun
try. engaged to suo that such work u right!,
done.

A

fell

alia

Caps,

and

Undersleeves.

ofriortmABt of goods

belonging |i» fee

MILLINER

DEPARTMENT.
A Violent Stobm.
The Western
Avan example of the *t im.it cm in which It i-* held, hj
|
Ail millinery work done to orilbr wi'.h bmIoim lad 4tk
*•
Henry ruuer, jr,
Ac.
Craiun A Fiiftu Killrr.
one “f the abUst writer*.jurist, aud writers on law,
Samuel Bow lea,
paper! give the particular* of a terrific
R A. Chapman,
i
P*leh.
li*
this country, we will give a ictui received by
Let on© thing be distinctly understood—Thn
T»K world is astonished at the wonderfu l cures perform, in
OUa Child*,
I E. F. Moseley.
•tonu at the village of New L'lm, thirty
Particular attentiou paid tc'
Urath from J‘>hu Livingston.-, K*<p, Kditos «*f tl»«- wcl j
I Sylvanus Adams,
uut »iu %.ruut*g
W. C. Sturtevant,
Ccarts &
i/un/icr tram any inner cvmcrn
| known Mrnthly Law Magazine, li7 Broadway. New Y*»rl
■odea west of St. Peter,on the Minnesota rd by the t ramp and Pam Killer, prepared by
J. I‘. Brooks,
Albert
Morgan,
tou-n.
more \uln-- am -ng the bo
piaaisa. Iu eipial has m ver beeu kuow.* fur removing I a word of such testimony i»
bc.vut bleacri\6.
W.
aiues
J
Ralph
I
lio'maa,
Kirkham,
rirer. It lasted only a few minutes, but
Our NEW stock will ho sold at a SMALL PIlG
clustea >4 ti.e c 'Untry th m volumes from unkriow u sources
Elam Stockbrikgc.
pain In all cast* ; for tin cure of Spinal Complaints,
6. D. IRVIXG 4 CO..
FIT. Our OLD stock AT COST.
UiKAKD lluLSi., I'hilada May 7th,
such was its force that six buildings were ! Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheumatism in all it*
Alain Slrewt.
I’*of. Cmari m 1'x (• harn; I freely give it as my 01011
Information given. Pamphlets containing important am!
Iron and chain Pumps, [u littlo cheaper than'
31 tf
Ellsworth, Sept. 1G, 1838.
is
it
and
and
not
a
Sore
in
Cravel,
Bilious
Throat,
form*.
Burns,
thu
mint
wondi-rfu
oi
Colic,
entirely destroyed,
Ion that your *•Electric Oil* i* among
building
Ellsworth, Oct. 2let, 18J8.
useful information, furnished gratis to those who call,
the ceeapest.]
Not
tee of Foreclosure.
the town escaped with.ut injury, being decidediy the best remedy in the world. Evidence uf the remedies of in.Nlern times At the earnot request ef 1 1 tv mall, if written for, post paid.
Constantly ou hand, and made to order, Stove
X. K. SAWYER.
holy who a I leg <1 she had Keen relieved of a m«»»l palufu
I,-*!
A*eat._ pipe*
YI7HEHEAS, Nelson Mitchell formerly of Franklin In th
either upset, started from the founda- most cure* ever pel formed by any medicine, is ou circulars atfection by its use. I w«s induced to (relieve it to he
WU
County of Uancoekvou the second day of J»uo:tr
in the hand* of Agents.
! quack medic m- and a catchpenny humbug.
a
Ida
Hut
Tin ware which will bo sold cheep as can be
*
one thousand Eight hundred and
! i ! !
tions, ot the walls cracked, Ate. The I
Hale.
}
ior
fifty-six. by hi* l)ewl »
Farm
and its us.
uu- that it possesses a magic
-BS
convinces
All kinds of tin ami sheet iron work
power,
bought.
all Colds, Coughs and /i *arsenes*, use IlunUr’s
Mortgage
For
duly acknow leged and Recorded in ILinc c
will prove a b essing t>> tuff-, ring humanity.
The* subscribe! offers for sale on reasonable done in the best manner.
post otBce windows were blown in and INiliu
Book
TUI, Page 3PS, conveyed to the Htufenlgi
Registry.
lorn
t**'k a cold from 'lc*q ing in damp sheets, an.
recently
in
nary Balsam, which always relieves and scl
farm
situated
Puuobeoot, containing
avo. in.
|
tortus, his
Purchasers of articles in my liuo, are invited to ed John West of Raid Franklin a lit of land situate in sai
(be mail matter scattered over the fails to cure.
*
my neck became »o much swolltn and painful, that l emit
of land, ami call and examine
lysu*
Franklin and Itnund'-d as follows, to wit: Kegining at th
| one hundred and thirty five acres
prices. It'uuy articles bought, middle
uot turn my head
of Egypt Bridge, thence Easterly on the Count
known as the John Pray Farm. It cuts, usually
prairie, where some of it was lost.
hi
are not
was
the
ho
Caleb Rice,
K: D Beach,

»»•

■

Hxbbick's Chances iwtiie Kighth
District.
Herrick's nomination on
(he Buchanan ticket for Congress must
be a strong one. The last time he was
befor* the people he was * candidate for
States' Prison, and polled a two third
vote from a Sessions jury.
As a plurality elects in his present canvas*, his
chances of success would scam to be
brilliant,-?[N. V. Post.
Bennett was Hertick’s competitor for
the nomination.

IMPORTANT

Dll.

TO

.Jfter using, wiihn it success, everything prescribed
Tlii
mj phyioian, I Iasi veiling tri-si your Electric Oil
am well, the r. li f hat ing been as compl te a
uiornmg
U was instantaneous.

FEMALES.

CHEESEMAN’S PILLS,

Your* very truly,
M. I).
Jill IN 1.1 YINUSTON,
Prepar'd by Cornelius /,. Cheeseman,
Editor Monthly Law Mag.zinc,
,\rw Fork City.
liT Broadway k 140 West 14th st. N. Y.
rethe
are
in
these
Pills
The combination of ingredients
Mr. Uvingstvne Irelongs to the old, wealthy, and higl.
are mild in
sult of a long and extensive practice. They
| ly re>|M-clable families of the first settlers » f New York
aU
iu
certain
Irregularities,
ami
correcting
one can address him on the subject of the above lette
Any
their operation,

whether
Painful Menstruations, removing all obstruction*,
headache, pain in the side, palpij from cold or otherwise,
Internrisefrcni
union of tbt heart, dislurbvd sleep,.Well
nipt ion of

Wholesale Mu bleu and Suicide,—
In New York the 27th inst., the aided j
present to do.
! for 1^59, received and lor tale attwhoUsale and retail, b;
y0TlcE.
ton of Francis Gouldiug, lumber dealer,
M. I1ALE.
aa
a* a mlt
attacked the fainily.killing his two younTliey should not h« uand during Pregnancy,
therefrom.
result
w.aild cerlaiuly
get brothers dead, and it is feared mor- carriage
from anything inWarranted purely regiiable, and free
tally wounding hit father, mother, twe jurious to ttfr or health. P.vpHcit dlrectl ns. which should
had
Sent by ma.
He
sister* and the servant girl*
Price Jl.
bos.
ec read, accompany each
/~SASH and the Highest Price* paid foi
been detected robbing his father, and bis on eoflcing |1 to the General Agent. Sold by one DrugHides aud Skins, nt Kppes’ Market. Main st
sale by C. U.
Pur
Slates.
l
uited
the
iu
D. 11. EPPKS.
4uif
Th< gist in every town
Ellsworth.
probable motive waa revenge.
Memurderer ended the slaughter by blow- Peck >>Worth.
R „
TCI1I!»03,
The subscriber hereby gives public notion fo al
ing out hit own brains.
General Agent for the
concerned, that he bus been duly appointed ap<
hark
Xcw
Chambers,
St.,
Battle with the Indians —Si United Statu, JG3
; has taken upon himself the trust of an Adiuinis
I- -Idressed.
the estate of Luc^
j trator with the will annexed of in
Until, Oct. 27.—The overland mail ar j Tuwhom all Wholesale order* steaild
County o
j D. Haskell, late of Deer Isle, bondthe
rived last night.
.is the law di
1
Molht-rs!
Blather*
Hancock, deceased, by giving
Mother*'.
all persons who an
A battle had been fought at Foui
Don't fail In pro- recta ; he therefore requests
I
Nurse fur Children.
indebted to said deeeasou’s estate, to make inline
Lakes. Oregon, between 300 troops un I An Old Winslow * Southing Syrup fur children dial**
who
have any demand
and
thoso
cure Mr*.
payment,
< it Col.
Wright and the Indians, in Toothing. It has no miuul on earth. No mother ,I thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement.
F. FERGUSON.
anc
HEX
-hich many of the latter were killed
W inflow * soothing Syrup

Hides & Skins Wanted

,

j

1

I

rounded.
| fhe Oregon

State Legislature me |1
13th
and
adjourned sine die
epleiqber
ius giviqg UP a State organisation til
Omitted by Congress.
.Governor Denver has written a faro
bll letter to the people ef Kansas or
the Governorship. He dis
irages the formation of a State Gov
intent in the present straightened stati
Lcavenworti
the finances.
The
mes sets Denver down as an enemy t<
'Bias as a Free State.

Iigning

tried Mrs
to let hcrohild pass
for children will over oonscut
ut teeththrough th«distressing und critical period
nid uf this iuvuluuhlo preparation.
mg without tha
health can bw eelimated bjf dollars apd
If life

I who hu

fin4

cents, it is

worth it* weight in gold.

Siothiag
Millions of bottles of Mrs. Window's
iu the United StuUs,
Syrup are sold every year
It is an old and well triod remedy, None gonil
nine unleu thu Pee Sia»i|o o| Cyrtl* * PtrliBS
the onuidc

wrapper.
ccuta a bultlgi
Prioc only
i, K
c 0. P. 'U. Ellsworth, Wholesale Agent|
Sold b, nil dcalerstn Mod
Parkins. Bangor do
41 1
ecina.

on

,

ever

Deer

Isle,

Oct.

3w40

4, 1833.

IOOO §LAICIIITER HIDES.
highest market price wil

For which Cash aud the
be paid, by

1IENKY ROLLINS,
Main St., opposite the Ellsworth House.

MAKERS

34tf
””

WANTED

by JOSEPH FRIEND

4 Co.

st: wincTma chines !

l«}ajOHU«IVr
I

—

PEARSON.
38. tf.

Mil LETT &

vJt^oSLo.

BANOS,

Are now in receipt of Fall <3<►<-<!■ and
to offer extra inducement* to the
trade. lo

nr*

prepared?

jobbing wr Ktttif

TtTlIERF.AS, tlroeiih-af Stack pol.- <4 Ellsworth in th e
County of Hancock, on the luth day of Dcc> tube
A. I>. 1855, by Ids deed of mortgage of that date, by hit
made and executed conveyed to Jos*, ph W. Wood k Co

PEKKINS,

Square,

BANQOB.

Notice of Foreclosure.

at tho store of

S. IV.

West Market

•

LUMB EH MEN,

of saltt Ellsworth a certain lot or parcel of laud situated
or any other* titling oat tbeiu*elre« or their
Maine, more particularly described as land reserved bj
said Ellsworth containing fifty acres more or less and b
O'*
E 1- Hamlin, Joseph A*. Deane, and J. W, Moore, com I
with the
ing the homestead of the said Urecn.leaf StnekpMfc. and f.
mlfsioncrs In a certain survey and attempted partition
a more particular description of saidlandrclerei.ee tun
ami
for
heir
Jarvis
the
I on the petition of Leonard
utlicrs,
a large and well selected assortment of French and la: had to said Deed which la recorded in the )Uno<
of Charles Wilkes, Esq>ire, ami marked uu th« plan o
American Dry Good#, Hardware, Cutlery, Hats, Registry*, Book 101, Page 34f>. to sxurv the payment of
! Joseph A. Deane, recorded iu said Registry, book V5, i*ag<
lo he found in thu or any other elfjr
certain note mentioned therein; and as the condition
1 109, referred thereto, ‘‘Reserved for Wilkes’ heirs”—sun
Caps, Boot* and Shoes, Paints and Oils, Haying said
has I .ecu hrokeu We hereby cktfan to fuc
Also
Tools, Ac. Also, tho largest and best assortment close Mortpag*
two tracts containing about twenty-two hundred acre!
the saute according to law
Ami whereas, the condition of said mort
more or less.
J. W. WOOD k CO..
i*
now
said mortgage
gage ha* been broken, and whereas
3w29
By thel> a tty., h. W iteaBorsp..
assigned to as, we do therefore give this notice to foreclosi
Ellsworth, Oct. 19, 1958.
the same as by statute provided.
of odr own manufacture
rr retail
pria.a
of
which will bo seli
DANIEL B. HINCKLEY.
to be found in Ellsworth, all
!
and a. goad an article aa ean ba fouad Id K«*
Dissolution
THOMAS X. EGKKY.
| at the lowest cash prices. C( untry produce taken '1 HE Copartnership heretofore existing under the firm >f England3w
Oct.
23,1*58.
Bangor,
4
I in exchange for goods.
VInter, Clurk A Co., is this day disolvid by mutu Il I
Katia Fin. and Fine Franc# and Amcrietn Calf
S. W. PERKINS.
consent.
L. B. 1 Inter l> authorised to settle ihe affairs lfi
Boots, Double Solo, Welt and Pnap Salt, add’
said firm also that of the former firm of (.'Inter A ( lark,
25
'THE subscriber herehy gives public notiee to all con19, 18-»s.
Ellsworth,
July
l cemed, that he has been duiv appointed and has tak
every varii ty «f Lo# Shoes, Dsuktug i'uataa aad
whom all dues in favor ot wither of said firms are to be pa
[ aud all claims to be
I Slipper..
en upon himself the trust of an Executor of the last wil
!
presented lor payment.
\i e are a»o uianafaetariag #>r oar retail trad*
I
L. B. CLMKR,
and testament of Noali Spiuback, lute of Bucksport, ii
|
lXi;MA2C lPlfcAJI/TY,
the County of Hancock, deceased, by giving band as tht
AM.CLARK.
aud lo order, ervry style of Ladies’, Mitres’ add
W
law directs ; he therefore requests all persons who are inon.
A. CLMKR.
Children's
Hoots, Shoes and Gaitera, and keep al*
debted to the said deceased’s estate, to mate immediab
39
Ellsworth, Oct. 19.1858.
mays on hand every late style of Shoe, to
payment, and those who have any desaands thereon, t<
exhibit the same for settlement.
PLEASE THE LADIES.
Notice of Ft* closure.
Jttti fiiNrd from the Prcut.
I
8. D. THURSTON.
rt N the third dry I /pill 1855. Joseph Lufkin of For «
and Yoiatka
dw‘23
all iliaraac# of n delieate
.Veu'j,
describi * the cuuaca anil effect*
'■-*
Bucksport, Oct. 7, 1*59.
t(. .iidf.r 1 atoii. in mortgage sc
wick,
cri’M.oil
lor
the
?c»toia*
in»ti
uctioii*
••ntaiii*
nature
it
perfect
if.oui
tain lot of land lying in “aid Sedgwick b. unded as ft. lion ■
! lion ot ihoae who arc preterit, ri by impediment* In in enuring
and
oi
! into the marriage atub-, an 1 for the immanent cure all tli»«-raee viz: on the Fast by the Town road lending from Frank!
CATARRH SNI FF!
»'• tbo late ilyles sad et Earnadu.! Law Pshis.
i arising from imprudeucies, w.tli observation* on the dintnl re- Lufkin's to Thurston's Fnw.Mill on the West hy^lkr.d
DURNO’S CATARRH SNUFF!
sults ot t-arly abuse; also a professional di**t raatiom, iiiw.tmting
We
hate
the
M.
Marks
LALtthttT
end
BEST
and Daniel O. Thurston, on the North v
aseo loans of
DU UNO’S CATARRH SNUFF
the re*uit* of litmical U»U,ami. auiuinalion eftha bpo.matora, Isaac
tlis patentee » newly cou»lructcd Microscope, * iln foweitul land of Sylvester Clapp, on the East by laud of Fraukl
j by
Cklkuutid 11km !
Li other and Skat
K nit a.
Lufkin, for a more full description. reference n av he ht j
Cxlmiratku Tatu!
lha
of
free
of
to
Sent
to
d»*ed
of
suld
Prick £o Cl>T|.
any goat
postage
Mortgage recorded in llanc«>ck Rcglsti
I
in Bangor, aad Will attead j rowptty Hi all wind
Cblxuratkd Evertwhcbb
! Yof. 99, Page 563. The condition of arid mortgage ha
j country.
fhr
Thia Invaluable work may be aMaircd.aa well a* the Trieaefor the Eradication and Cure of Disrates of the Head
ing been broken and by reason thereof 1 claim to ft rcelu
14? 1 Ki te* arm tr, (ftwr mori
from
lilt.
HANKOW,
mai,
Salk
Ac.
Bronchitis
.Vohe Throat,
hilMEtt EATON.
lo Ik. ton»ulit<i is usual, rum the said mortgage.
west ot U’osdway) New Voik.
This Itemedy continues to be scut dailt, by mail, to al
3w38
Sedgwick, Uct. 11, 1858.
llarnc*#
!I A. M. till 2 1’. Al., ami trout 4 till § in the evemug.
1
parts of the world, by the Proprietor And Bole ManufacSold al#n fry W. W. PAGE. Ilrug.lri, ikxtor.__
Cortora Rip
Leather,
J. DUHiYO, Albany, N.F.
turer,
Rid. tatft and Calf Ski**,
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR BOTH SEXES.
For sale at Manufacturer’s price* by v 0 Peck
add Laae Laatkar,
Dr. JT. 9. SmmtHOaa,
Bindings,
Ellsworth. Price 25 cents per box; or, SI cents, prepaid
We the. Subscriber* and orders of ilw fulla*elnp,Mand >
IsflmoJO
Jacket Leather,
Of Seaman‘a Retreat Hospital, Staten laland treats all disease#
,
by mail, to auy address in the U 8.
hong Maud, J oft n*» Island, tft* two Islands fta*« “
rtthe tunary Organs, piimary and secondary. Having had sin.-:
Last..Shoe Peg. add bhoeMknf Tools,’
the moat ou»uuale
th* Eastern and Wes test) Sisters, Crow Island, *S
many year* pactice, and trcaU-d thousand* ot
\
Shoa
I saas, whose certificates may he seen al my office, let-la mi it lly
two
small
known
Maud*
I-lind*<
a*
or
(lfu«u
Scrag
**
-oQliucnttlut there are not any eases. how v«r critieeJ, but» lial
and Silk taha
inTiftcentfa Bsv, sod lying Eancrlv frhfii Fw»n v
lie cen make a pert#, tcurc. Path ttU c*n jwtrcaled by IcttvrM lying
de Be W i,
Island, po*irtvelv forbid ah persona [r%m cutting or tal i.
at the office ot Ur. siMl'bOK S eekluated 11*unsettled ac- 1 application,
ALL persons
iO Court street, boston, Min*.
veatalivc,
ng away from either of said rslan.fi any wood, tUnhg rsj
IMIHags and l
wor Paving Stonr, or
count, with the lubscriber.oontructed previ
any otterankifttyi *rar*Ml
| hay, eras*
v». 19 n„t
; whatever, without first obtai ing leave ov ^*vnisei oo fm
oub to the 19th of Sept, ioit., an requeued tc
u* or our agent*.
Any pemw tre»»pacing ou either
to
moke immediute Bettlomcnt.
said Islands wil
dealt with a* the law pvwrfcle* In MM
llair for Plastering for sale by
JOHN II. AIXEN’,
I
»■'*%
a. k. r. m Nr,
2->tC
HENRY ROLLINS.
EllBiiorth, =ept. 22, 1999.
d«)UN R. Wl NT.

bojtf

rotor’s Corner,

■

iof

|

veW best thick foots

Family Groceries,

Ajautig

of Copartnership.

1*111.MOI.<M»HAL

RESEARCHES !

_

Boy's

>

IT

/fats

DURN0*3

J

tanker, Outnewlodk,
•*

having

Liniag*

J

findings,

<;<dfcd

1

Notice

I

Si

Miaaoua

k

•*

andFppfcr

Notice.

Notice.

<sapt,

Findings,

I|

I

W ANT 6 0 !

COAL

JOHN S.
17th loot).

ad twenty nine rods, thence South, twenty-live degn
East. Eighty rods to a Cove, tliencu Westerly and Sort!
erly by the shore of Egypt Stream to Egypt Bridge, tl;
point of beginiug, containing twelve acr* s of land and tl.
tlats adjoining; the. uuiiditihn* of said mortgage bavin
been broken I hereby claim to foreclose said mortgage an
JOHN WEST.
give this notice accordingly,
Franklin, Oct. 12, 1858.
3a39
r<

sec.

MAY BE TOUND

dated

j

10 5 9.

money will

WHAT I SAY Call and

Ellsworth, Oct.

laid
the s tei-tevnth day of December, A. 1»
and -corded in the Registry of Deeds for the comity o
Hancock, iu book uumlwred U5, page 201, hereby rvferret
t<«, conveyed to 0*‘ >rge Herbert, formerly of Ellsworth tw.
tracts of land in Dedham, in said county, ajut state u
*'

1

TO MARRIED LADIES,
a> they will Mug on
Dr. Cheeseman’s rtlts are invaluable,
Jatdic who have been
Uie monthly period with regularity.
can
place the uiui,..t
disappointed in the use of other Pills,
all that they reconfidence In Dr. Cheeaemau's Pill* doing

1 MEAN

Xohc* of Foreclosure.
vy 11 ERE AS, Georg* M. Western, by hi* deed uf inortgngt

which will be anew- red with pleasure.
(’ai not.—>There arc numerous in tat ions sprung up «u
the reputation that my article has acquired. The puhli
Ruu>s40
must beware. They are w« rtblest.
!

nature.

vrliat.
recommended
refunded on return of the Sumo.

JO tons of hay and has a valuable lumber lot
For further particulars inquire of the subscrihei
uu the premises, or of Thomas 11. tlrant of Sfurry
JOlL\ Pit AY.
Penobscot, Sept. J8, 18j8.

v

i

Lkiildg.—'^erga
ldh^,.

Htfir! *,«**. Sa4+/
xtum titiio,

BOSTON

flgrifftlturnl.
ggggggg

ftina Work lor Octoker.
W« haw now enters' up>n that month
Which ic an important one for every farmer.
October is the great month in which the
farmer is expected to secure “the l itter har-

BOSTON

Medical Institute

Indian

m

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

BOSTON

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS,

f

will be Published. Oct. 1.

■■rant’s fscsaiae.
■■rarlt’s (nnIh.
■■rant's tscNiw.

HOWE'S COMPLETE BALLROOM HAND
BOOK

healthy

■

Flax and Cotton Twine,

May

planted late,
hopes
good
days

1» E

|

ROSS 4- PEARCE,

cloudy
weather and with more rain that good farm
“vs prayed for; corn was k-*pt back by con-

Wilbor's Compound of
PURE
LIVER OIL
CUD

August

And

tinued wet weather.
that the

now

asseit

we

hereabouts is at bust

season

two

Still

that th<* fr jst

be thankful

must

we

long. None appeared to injure vegetation on good corn lands till the
25th of September.
We

so

more

that in

are aware

country the

is

On

dry.

some

parts of the

forward, because
the Iludsm River and in

season

more

parts of Vermont, thoic has been complaint
of a want of rain—of course the corn crop!
I
there must be more forward than with us.
We have had here

rain, and
must

time to

the frost did not

os

have

secure

h.»<rin irirh tliis li

nunniit

The

comes.

early

c une

must

ears

iPi»

fVw* ri**ht

have

dry

tim

weather to

■.otter

V.tKM*n

the

of their

ears

dig pota-

use.

rather than expose

ground

!

only by

CO,

ALEXANDER B. WILBOR, Chemist,
166
COURT STREET,
B"STO\.

JltM'FACTI'RERS,

30 INDIA

STHF.ET,

them in hot weather.

Hunirf'iarti

(Mr

receipt "f price.

('..pperpiates.

Washington Street, Bustur..

READY

large 12 in>., 41C* page?.
A. WILLIAM”'A CO., Publishers

Agricult

Haggard

Als -. th** t#»*m ss**e \ til v, M »*.llaii*l. flranlte State
Vw \N ild, til
\ir "li.ht. H «t »n A e-tor ami Boston
Cooking Moves, with ami without elevated Ovens.

'tVibV.N:'

—■

early

^ 'sXi s

and A *•• N* Moves of all sires, P*-.-***tti«'r with an endless
van* ty of Parlor, Ofl-c*- Franklin, Cylinder, B n ami Air
Tight Moves, all of which I shall sell for cash rheaper
than ev< r.
Constantly on hand a large assortment **f Enam*-l*-d. Ilritania, .lapauiieii and Tin war*-, Zinc, Mwet Lead
Load Pipe, Stove Pipe
Chain, Cast Iron and Cop-*er
Pumps, Fire Frames, Oven, A- an*l B** cr month*, and
ami all kinds of all articles

lishtoeuL

Usually

f *und in

a stove

principle

estab

lately

JOHN W. HILL.
|

ElNworth, June 24th,

lsil.

painfully

j

TRUE TIME.
IIA TCIIES.

A MERICAN

nr*

Booksellers, 100 Washington st., Boston.—
Copies sent by mail on recoipl of stamps.

superior Watches are made >> the aid
machinery e\pr*-««lv de»ign*s| t<>

Th*-origin-1

«*s

*.f new an*i
ur>-irifa n

o'"

al

Canvassers wanted.

MADE CLOTHING.

E. P PM \\V re«p-Ttful!y inf nic her fri -n<ls and
the public, that she has just returned fma lto<->u,
latest

VIIPP

We are now offVrin t the Trade, ami pur- with the
chasers
general!), lien’s and Bo>V
Kr.tdy Bade nothing. Famishing
Hoods, As*., Ac*, of every variety of'mate jial and style, adapted to the present and

ZVMZtlii'

&?uili/fl 1a/jj

FASHION,

and with

large addition

a

stock will be

daily rejlenished from
Manufacturing Department, and the as-

Our

1

MEDICINE

STOVES

GOOKIXG

Price,* $1,2'>
an

Young,

to

their well selected stock

o

M1UNERY

The

movement* are new hi construction
hav< tiecn pi* mini need I y the highest authority ■ to he»
fault/ess in principle and i/uatity, and have been |»'«i\eU
Th* *»•
by the urnst i-v<otu>t: test* L Im-unfailing in acto-n
watclc* are made entire frail tin* crude materials, in a single c*tabli*liin« at. by cnnneco-d and uniform pr»*>-ss*-s—
th»- factory
me organis'd upon the same »> t* in that lias
Nt-n adopted in the pr-slr.i 11« -n of th*- unequal Ini \mrri
••an tin -a-:n»—which enable* u* to
produce a movement
at nnr-haJt'the price of a foreign m .. meat o: the same
Each watch is carefully lestol, and i« a< ■ m.
•pi.vlily
pannal with the maker's certificate a: <4 warranty f -r tin

timr-k-ejM

r.

llogs are

fattened at has cost than at

now

Let those which are to
any other season.
be killed have enough to eat and they will
be fat enough for home use or for market.—
There is now an abundance of refuse matter
which may be given to
them along—and the

and

UehnlcoHs

hogs
pigs
help
prudent farmer will
take care that nothing is lost.—[Massachusetts Ploughman.

years.
\l
FIIRM'.N WAT. nr« K R
MADE BT HASP, the \ m riwatches Iw-ing the nnlv oj>.■« made by machinery it|w*n
uniform system throng1' u-.
Nearly all hand-mad >
watch'are defective, and are e >nlmu illy g> tting out of
In many part* of Ui«- « •untiy it •.« im|»>>—ih;. to
order.
find g'-sl watch r-purer-, ai d w it- h repairing i- always
unc rtain and ev|wn?ivc
The intr «lu ti n «*f American,
wati h*-* dispose* of thi* ditbeulty. and country me rchants
a* well a* watch dealers, can keep
watches as a part of
their miscellaneous si s k, and thus supply their c i* «nn< rs
with a nkw .sTAl l.K, winch may be used as any other article. without mystery or humbug.
P Id by ti e trad- gen-

p Palmer's Artificial Lrg.
17

Biographical SeriesJor

^’ndgr Your Neighbor.
are a dozen ways of
doing

it.--

BF.DK AL IAsTITI TE,

a

....

LIKE OK GEN. ISRAEL

Show

(.five him
him your Durhauis or dowus.
Show
the figures of your last year’s sales.

Youth

N

PUTNAM,

“OLD PUT.”
A

—

him the stock expense account and let him
Invite l.im into
draw his own inierences.

SO-

UFi: OF BENEDICT

ARNOLD,

Traitor.

The

This new series of Finely {illustrated volumes for Youth
your cellar to see the premium (that is to has nu t with a warm w *lc .me. supplying as it does, a want
f. it in the Nchmd ami tiie Family.
The Press is lavish
long
so
him.”—
butter.
Doing you “nudge
be)
in its pr.use of s h ippy and well executed an undertaking.
Build a good barn, fence or stable; plant a Thrse tHmk are destined to a long and steady sale, ami

UliU

V*

iiu|ituiuiuviiii}

wiuvti

"tuti

uv

T

R**tail prie\

■

util

r-

most

are

like the

put

up

recently

Uiglits For Sale.

.Vo.

Deafness

“Well, sir, Blinks is actually fitting up
take to the fair, and he has a

English

peas grown
from the seed I let him have last spring, that
he is going to exhibit. I tell you that if he
bus gut anything in that line worth showing
his

are

5

cured

May

we

We

should

worth

live for.

sec

are

?ou

are

brought

with the groat
cannot

the

get

toiling

out

now

«>{M.‘iiing

our

Handle fs.

White

HCGj.

of the trade,
inducement to

into immediate contact
You

wonder-working

all the

.1/

the old stand. ~~
s d 111 lV./t/

to

Washington St., through
r

St.,

---

w

■

••«•*

-n

•.

Boston.

i

[I

I. M. DAGGETT

of

Croup,

K.very

j

!

44

WaasKinrjton St.,

»

1

Rich China, Gian and Crockery Ware,
Groceries and Provision, Flour and
Meal 4c., 4c.

••»

ian» year* p
and
eatcl !h •uaao'ta <»• the moat c-b*tinat<
an* whoae cart.ri. ate* may tw a en at my ofttr*. frela nerfectq
.»ntidenI trial mere are not any imp*, however critical, bin wha
s an makes p*-im cure.
I'aio-ht* .-an tw treated by letle
'AMTsU.V S celebrate*
application a: the after of l»r
■ eventative
A C urt *lr»et. UuaU>n. Maaa
»•

Ellsworth, June 15, 1858.

DR. CCLVERMTLL
ON MANHOOD.
Medical

e

««<ty

on o

ect

prepared

SOLD BY
PECK, Wisw.^lh, I). Crabtree, Jr. !l»n
cock; R S Preble, Hulllvan; John Ptienu.n, G uild id*
John P llardy. Stuebett; W L* njhb.n, Mil|bnd*e•, Null
olas A G dfrry, Cherryfleld; Ibxrkiah
M-ans, J*urry
John Stephens, Hlurhill. and all Druggist* and dealer
in medicines throughout the •■•rid.
CALVIN

a

Mark*, by making
aa *uch. via:

;

sealed

ALARMING SIGNS

UK A

TARUEETsai SfORTl.SG RIFLES comuntl, Oil
to order.
hand, and
tor ALLEXS and PARXERS New I*a
AGES!
tert Revolving Pistols.

NOTICE

TO

FEMALES

nil. C. W. ( ALRI.Vi.

wintei

strict!y

vided for

pro.

those .rho wish to stop

a

few

days

in

th<

T/An'T forget to drain your wet lands this oity.
They will bo more than doubled in WSf Received by Eipreti, a uew
ralue by a thorough system of draiuing.— 'll lot of Medicines and Fancy articles. Alsc

ITfilLj'
MASS.,

ery

may

cure

himself privately, and

at

a

trill

Tlie public

are

Lamp*,

tlwy

as

isfactiou

|
!

ur

sale aud
W

to

let, by

J.k.
at

OBGOOD,

Telegraph

ofhec.

j

can

1.

against buying imitaliou Oil# oi
hare the reai at a l*-*s price, and sal

Supply unlimited-

Ageats,

j

DEAL** IS

|

Jewelry, j

BKfMMFIt ha# just opened a choice vlected stock
Watches and Jewelry, at Mis* Irving’# Milinerj
Store, Main Street. AUo, Watches and Jewelry repaired
and warranted.
Ellsworth, Sept. 16,1858.
34tf

LARGE
week

AUo,

a

lot of

Black Silk# of

I

j
I

|

BLACK SILKSi
A

every grade received thii
to $1,75 per yard,

tarigiug from 70cu., up

good line

of

Ellsworth.

price

June 17. 1858.

ROOM

ROBINSONj

I

*

qj

.'UEEAIIE TO KKM8T T1IK PESTILENT*.
A great number of those who die from pestilential disease* are
suddenly seised in the night, or when they least
ex|«ect an attack, and are therefore unprepared to resist
the first attack* of their deadly foe.
It ia, therefore, of the
greatest imj-». lance p. those who desire to live through an
attack of this kind, whether < holera, Yellow Fever, Sun
Stroke, Congestions, nr Brain Fmr, to have Kadway '*
Beady Relief and Regulators ready to us*- at any moment.
These Remedies, taken wVn you feel unwell or in |>aii>—
either Might -»r violent—will instantly check and stop the
progress of disease, and deliver you from further harm.
1s t every li<>usekee|ier. Planter, Farmer, Shipmaster ami,
iu fact, ail tiaviug charge of others, keep a
supply of Kadway ’* Ready Relief, Regulators, and Resolvent* in their
houses. A sn *lt skahox is vast Af-raoAcuis-.—Dutas* of the most terrible and
fatal character will prevail
but, with tlies*- remedies at hand, you may rest secure.
There are no remedies known to tlie Physicians that the
a*
a
public,
general rule, can rely upon, in the successful
treatment >4 infectious and malarious disease*.
Railway's
Ready Relief, or R>*gulaP>rv, as curatives aixl preventives
against attacks of infectious and malignant Fevers, are
fixed facts. K. B. R. Remedies are sold by Druggists ami
Merchant* everywhere.
KADWAY k CO., 10J Fulton st., N. Y.
Acmth—T O. PECK, Ellsworth, John tReveus, Blue
hill; A. J. Whitiof, Ml. Desert.
Iy26

21 tf

PAPERS I

for a*U low, Ij
u

be afflicted

*

Vi’AJTT1D
SOB cords lisu.hck Bark,
*
and tha highest prleq will be paid.

and

Jl. UilX

JOHN SOMMIN.-P-Y.
%Sif

I

<

HENRY N. HOOPER & CO.,
DAIMEHI

I tl.

_

HR worth.

A

A«f 1^,

fev

STREET.. BOSTON,

JOU PRI1VTSIRS, *Om
Throughout the I'mtcd State* and the Bnttah Province*
DILLINGHAM

wbkh CJS

BOBLVSOaV.
y.nr

Ac

IIHAGG’S

and Electrotype Foundry,
Stereotype
41 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.
1* complete:/ el.<feed
patch of all order* for

an

1

lull/ equipped to

IB#

pnnRto-

Ht«*rv*otvp»njg or Klf*ctmtrping
Buuks, l*am|»hl«*t*. N«*v»»|Miper Heads. W ood Ka>
graving*, t uia. fttatnpa. INn, Med all Iona,

and (•rneralJub Work,
e*y»e of th* Art. and at th* LOWEST CITY MUCEt.
N.E. RELF-INKLNG HAND flKHCll
G. HtnlgoM, Agent.
Carter** Bnirding. corner of W ATERB I 'EY ONSHIRE ST. and SPRING LANE. BOSTON.
Tha Preee to a Seif Inking WarMoe-tb* roUae
being hollow, eontain* a supply #f ltd nflOwl
torsp <»r A MuNTHS' use._
1_
S. *. I
II. BRIC IIFR
RGSEI.L
Ofiifnsri mmd Aafrassn mm Hlssd,
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Washingloa
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lllnko, llarnard Sc Co,
FANEUIL HALL AGRICULTURAL 1AKH0UK
Prouty ik Mwtr’s Plows,

Castings a, *« a » MERCHANTS* ROW.
IN RIVALLED FERTILIZERS.

Guano eiceUrd ! by Cos fe Company, racifsecurer* of Pure Crushed Huns and Sup**
I'btwphats of Liftte. 1 re them. Cash paid IK
Hon*. Ortlce. I Broad Street, Boston.
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X. E. Patent

Right

Exchange Depot,

Over Gorrihh Market, Boston.
fot Iks Purr has* and bale of American and foreign Patsato to
practical aud valuable in veaboae-where lawotor* and Fa*
tenters can place lavenkotJ# ua Eshibfboa F*1^?** cJtoBfi*
h CODV.SGiN
procure patent* prompOr atdow rats*
H. E Diekla—%
E Iiurytn. Jr,_K. Ewm, Jr..
FOOTR'S
r—J,

Itaff

JHBi

STUM MARBLE MO MOM tTOM MBA
»-

Vi-sli.'s.M.'swKif-**
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s^rEsssr»»—aaa
Fronts.

t
Contracts mads to
attended

AU esdaro RWIW

to.__
tilton a McFarland** safer.
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nBCn

a large assortment of these celebrated
and Burglar Pn-of SAFES, all sisse. always as hand,
at the Warsrooma. 14 Howard Wr***. Boston, rae
chasers will do wall to call and aaamiaa thaas Safas.__
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NOTICE.

ALT.

estate of
person, indebted to the

the low WilllAiu Bingham, E.«|oire, d«eM,<
©J, are railed upon to make Immediate pajmesL
All the lauds remaining unsold belonging to »•
said Estate, lying iu the counties of FeioksdOl.
Hancock, and Washington, in the^tat© of Maine,
cash,
are now oflered for sale at redaeed prices for
information in regard to th© abov© and foF

For

HEMLOCK BABK.

QOOn Holla, New Pa terns—just receive,
•

t„

only

Ellsworth, July 1, 18W.
1
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To Sent or For Sale.
number U in (Vngregatiuml Meetix* bouse.
pEW
Inquire of the subscribe#.

Fancy
Sills.*,
*ld under
at
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which will be

unfortunate

known Remedy that will completely eradicate
system diseases inherited by ounstitutioiial trail
Persons afflicted with Scrofula, Fits, Syphilis -.r
any Chronic disease, wii. be effectually cured, if Kadway'*
Renovating Retoiveut is used-

|

A.
r‘f

so

mission.

j

(’i’iUIKRS,

AM.
HI.MEN for playing Nntaralwr (Risk
ntatic tliiTif,
on MiNCbiiB
nniiLM,
short
not i<’«.
K x i* »• u t t* »1 nt

Fit her for

yn

Hr takings Out, Running Sores. HuI tier s <irts, l'leer a, Salt Rheum,Prickly Heat,
Htad. Sore F.yes, R<ul Legs, Sores in tht .Most or
Mout.i, Cankers,
Blotches, Kryupe las, Rod
Coughs, Suolen Harts, w ill *utTei increased agonies fr.>m
the*** diseases, during this sickly cycle, unless the Blood is
cleaner In m it* //utnors, and the system renovated of Os
Impurities, by Kadway’s Renovating Resolvent This R.tne«ly is a quick cur-- f-«r tin* above nani-d diseases, and it
is the

35 4 37 Central Street, Boston.

Watches and

fF Di<-a«-‘* such as Rheumatism, (lout. Settlin'a, \mr.
a/yia, Head Arhea, lu/luenxa, Ru$4 of Mood to the
H> ml, Hil.'nusuess, (holies, Tooth Artur, roup hhooptni/ I ou/h*. Inflimatton oj thr Routt* and I.ung.
Suddtn Attack* of kills and Fevers, Strkitrsa at thr
Stomach,( ougr*ti„n of ike Rrain, Sun Stroke, /.iter
bijn- u/tit and other painful, debilitating and enfe* hhirg
ui.«la.ii--* w ill run riot throughout the length and breadth
<-f tic land, attacking in ticir umst violent f- nil* tiie a get
middl- ag-d, ami y -ulhful.
liut against these ills, which
inflict so much pain ujs.n their victim*, Kadway’* K-a-ly
Relief wil1 iu a few moiuenli remove the Ui--»t fi»-rc. and
torturing pains, and, if used in cuonrcUon withKudway ’*
Regulators, speedily effect a cure.

fr-mthe

A. A. BRIMMER

MASOSTXO DEPOT.

MACHINES!

■

Jove*. PatmT.*’

“K. F.

cautioned

guarantee

A Bask for the Miilisa 1

SEWING

re#|>o rible party
1’atet t*, and Tradarticle, not the genuine,

I!. F. J0\KS A CO., Sole

A

QT Address Dr. CH. J- C. KLINE, 1st Areuue, cor. l'Jth street, New York ; Post Box, No
ji G.
ly.

any addtess, and it will show up those humbugs
in New York and Philabelphia, who falsely pretend to hare originated the gift business, and who
pretend to give away $103 dollar watches, but do
IT-Just pufoltshad, by Fa»KKH«a k Co., B<>.>k»»llcrs %n«
not do it, and who dishonestly send to their cusStationers, No. 14 Court Street, Buaton, a Brief Treatise o
tomers damaged books, and brass watches and ! 41 pa^ea, on IHseases of the Sexual System of both sexe
i.jr a physi
jewelry instead of gold; but, “honesty is the best —their *ymptnnm ar.d treatment—prepared
Thi* w« rk aisemu of the “Boston Klectic Hospital.”
policy." Get a Catalogue and read it. Good contains
im
a scorching exposure of the deception
Books without Gifts for half the usual
prices. J posture p. tciiced by advertising quark*, with some of th of
Book Agents wanted.
names and locations. Sold by periodical dealers generallj
Sent by mail, on the reciept of three postage stamps.—
US
Address Box lKftA Bostow Post Office.

Wet or swampy land is ot little value to Pina Apples. Oranges, wrth many other artialei V Regalia. Jeieel»,Carpets nod Books— all of which ar*
for sate in gn-aur variety than at my uttter esttUi*h
adapted to tne win its" of the community, and thi j kept
rn-nt in X-w Knirland, One price
the farmer, but when dried it generally b
only.
season of thf year.
kbC ii, PEi'Kt
som e the b.'st part of tbe farm.
| -4. H. POLLARD, G Court St., Bjeton.

any

Every genuine I gimp I* stamped

ing expense.

WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON,
Originators of the Gift Book Business, hare now
ready anew Catalogue, which will be sent free to
AT 20

one

vending

THE LARGEST REEL
Kvt'i* ( ’ast ill the I'nite-d Slietca
II'mi mmde By mb for the 4 mrpmrmtimu • t
the 4 iltf mf .Ynr 1 *mrk, mnd it note mm
their 4 itp limit, mted mt m Rr# mimrm
Hell, firfNf entire tmlltfmeHmm,

j|n
mia«nm, from •! vrapoMtnm
Veg. uio<- >.r other <l«*'oni|»*9«*l
matter.
In our Southern and W .■•tern
ktat*-* we may ther-f >re ex|wii the prevalence as ej i-hMulan- u* -li*- .»••« in -me ->r the other of tiw ai~ »-* natn-.l
form*; and iu rd« that the Public may pr-ude lh-mvl.-* with th
proper mean* to pr-tect their system*
again*! Midden attack* •<( disease* of any kit I. we notify
tfi«
|--..ple f the approach <-f these maladies. It: RailW Ith this
way > Ready K-'.u-f you have the pr-veutativ e.
Remedy, huw.\i-r \i*-lent and malignant, mfectk-u* and
deathly may be the character of the d»** a*e. it at
harm you.
A traspumful of thi* lift-.|>rut«<ctuig Remedy,
drank it; a little water three or f- ur turns
day, » m ■».
fortify the stomach agaius( the ittfectmu* gu**t« f tJ,.
lever*, that ymi an* a* safe (ran danger a* though y«-j
were breathing tin- most wholesome and invigorating atmo*, here under the mu.
Kadway'* It-ady Relief ha*
l*en jiroved, in the Yellow Fever of 1H.V5. t-. he the u**t
dl*inf--ctat t iu use. If anv "f our readers are so unf- rtunate as to be atllictrd with any Fti rr, t kolrra. Flux or
Jjynentrry—either Ye/lou ,Conggstn r, Intermitt' nt or
Rr milt ml—/fad way’s Ready Relief, aided with hudway*'
Regulator*, will in a few hours arrest the violence and
danger of the disease, ami soon cure you.

T1h»*c who are
Chronic disease*,

the

tion, or who are conscious of having hazarded theii
health and happiness—containing the particular:
of au entirely new and perfect remedy for Spcr
matorrhera or Semina i Weekness, Debility. Ner
J. E. HOLT,
vousness, Depression of Spirit*, Loss of Energy
j Lassitude, Timidity, Involuntary Seminal Dis
SILVER
PLATER.
charges, Impared sight and Memory, Llotchci
tnd in inf:i ’Mirer «*f Fi Mire* for Pews, JIamc*i and Pimples on th K.ice, Piles, Indigestion, Pal
1. i.ti .iiugs. L-tt r», ornaments, Ae.
pwtion of the lleai t, and Bodily Prostration o ■)
the whole system, inducing impote icy and menta
» v
.*»;
t.j ac boston.
and physical incapacity.
by means of which ev

liiiii!UMY

or

INSl RE Tllb GREATEST DEGREE or
ml Tome.

produce

CUUoNlC DISEASES.

I

lOOuptoiivi.OOO

POl' XI>H.
Ninny eiperimenta hate been made, and groat
pain* taken to produce Hie bnt rein I la in Ihi* art.
X* »nf* 1ml t he* >»e*xt «,ualitv * •!' Metal
ia* i:m'i1. artel the* fimu nnVl pronortioiiMnl th»' HKI.hS aiv witch am to

SICKLY ST MMF.K.

Th- Summer and Kail of
wit* Iw marked in the
>rd« of tune
the m »#t sickly and unhealthy
f •••»».
that have risin-d the n»rt * rn portion of this
n!i-.-t t f»
Malarious diseases, in their most inali.-n.m
many years.
and iioktit f.rms, will prevail as epedetnics. in section*
«»ur country tlial have l*rn deluged
.• rfi«•
by the uuiny of nurs, creeks and bay .ms, and drench'd by the r*Cent heavy rams.
YLLDiW FEVER. TYPHUII* FEVKU, RIl.Iol
KKuNG ESTI \ E FEV Elt
VK.lt. FEVER ANHAGIE,
INTERMITTENT \ND REMITTENT KK.\ Kit.- < lb • 1.,ERA. KM \-MM.Mi;KIl>, .-*1 HHE.N ATTACK.** »U
Vu.MITING will rage with li-k-n
m the v>. mit.r* of low
marshy lands, and where the drluire nf the wat* r« and
c

Sort

HAWES ft CO S COAL OILS,
only uniform standard C .»»] Oil In the market,—better
and cheaper. AUo,
JONES PATENT COAL OIL LAMP

en-

velop*, gratis, and mailed to any adrtes
post-paid, on receipt of two stamps.
This little work, emanating from a celebrated
member of the medical profession, gives the most
important information ever published, to all persons entertaining doubts of their physical Condi

Boston.
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^

Iftlriwgaty, llrillimneif tr fnlnett

mars.

Will Ik’ paid on the conviction of any
who shall infringe upon trie following

etrtain and rcyUral rure n\
uithout the uie of interna/

Just Published, the Gth edition, in

j

!

$100 REWABi!

nor

Medtctne*, rgwferuafto, or any Mechanic ai appliance*.
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DEXTER,

GUNS & FISHING

Hats cfc Caps,

A«t\'u*<» f‘», both Sexes.
DIC. /. V SAMPSON,
tlo«|>d<:. *%uten laland. treats ell diaeae*
<» Kail*
.r% an t arcoudar*
;•
Having l.ar

AI«*iIum1
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No 4 Wilson Lane, Boston, Mass.

tfiilAlif ISTJiui
THK Bubfrilwr ha* just return*.! from Boston witha
A
fml .• ck of V « «. tod* whk h he int* n is to offer U
CASH CUSt. Uier*, at pm, tt>.»t w ill make it an object f->i
1 eui t< call; am-i g win. h may Ik- found aU-ut cm ry ar
icle usually found in a Pry Good# §tor, also,
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MEDICAL

j

GOODS ! 2

|3io34

long
Boston
154 Pleasant Street.
a place that I Continues to
give special attention to diseases o
His unrivalled success foi
Women and Childrn.
your lens and daughtera cannot help loving. j
the last ten years in the treatment of all female
Cultivate tbe trees—they are God's messen- complaints, is uuiversally admitted by the faculty
public generally. A11 coimnunicatioi
j and theconfidential.
gers.
Good acoomiuodalions
your boys oom-shelling
eveniugs. Make your farms

thf Sign of the Gotden Engle, has a large and extensive assortment
of Trusses. Abdominal supporter* shmtdrrs Braces silk
Elastic stockings Knee t'.ajts, and apparatus for the
correction and cure of all kinds of Physical Deformities, Also Manufacturer of Artificial Leg*,
Hands and Arms. His Instrument* hare been
used in the Mass General Hospital for more than
tweuty years, as well as in similar institutions in
at
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of the reach of the buzz ul
The

"PHELPS,

RICHARDSON &

L\TE KIN MONTH b CO..

heart of civilization.

world.

UK. J. W.

er’s Patent Fifteen Dollar Sewing Machines
per month, with all expenses paid.—
Address, with stamp,

R iW I & TAYLOR.
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V
l.uia. Mu-.rd. A.
I’nw. $ each, or four caara in one »••» «<
aiiikh **>«•••
an I ii. #;7 nwi. where by there •# a aavme <jl $j
Immeilntrlr on rer«-i%\ns a
rrm ttan'-e.
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t.3'7 1*111 -( F SIKKKr NKW \ «iRK. »ul lorward thi
Kl i.M 'ItKii. a
part ..f the worl 1. ereurrly packed. auC
idreaerd .u-cording to tl.e inatn.rti. ti* of the writer.
T tie had aiao f-oin 'V Vk
I'.ktiE. I >rugm*t. comer of four
n-1 Ui .o*er atrerta H..»t »m. Mm.
Tah ti a Fuller. Ilartfoid
W
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a-., buyers
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Salary $30

Goods. Linens and

T > which we invite the aftentlou
tidvntth.it we cm give sufficient
in quest "f the above good*.

>

<

I

Domestic Goods.

plodder.

wire, and the rumble cf the locomotive,
(the thunder-thread of nations,) come to
your once secluded hill-side.
Move toward a better life. Do not keep

fall.

**

BOMB.

Europe.

FALL STOCK of

Hosiery, Vnder.Clutliing,

Lire down the old brutal notion that
farmer must be uncouth, uneducated and

unthinking—a

**
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There

living

mere

DUNN,

UN”

2S3" K W

RIBBONS, LACES,

ties.
a

ROSTOV
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AND OTHER DRESS

for besides money.
That is very good, but it is not all. With
the rest, let us raise a good crop of ideas.—
While you are tarmers, remember also that
you are men, with duties and responsibili-

something

G» F

.1

PLAIDS,
GOODS;

Journal.

What Farmers

AVD

>

WANTED! i
Silks, Thibets, Velvets, AGENTS
rIH) travel and aolicit orders fur Atwat-

And the

he there to

fdishes

«

To Wholesale Buyers
a^-FOR CASH,-«

reader may expect to meet Mr. Blinks and
his youthful neighbor Ben, at tbe fair this

is

YORK

1

;

fame, this full, and when he
got those peas, said he, ‘now Ben. you have
I shall
two quarts to sow, and I only one
make mine yield the most profit.* Xow we
will see, Mr. Blinks, if that is your trick,

fall at Centralia.

actions, Assignments,

School street.

So. 6* 7 remont St., Boston,

some

under the fence.1’

opposite Kilby st.f Boston.

extensive practice of up**
wards of twenty year*, continue* to tecure
Patent* in the I nitial States; also in Great Britain and other foreign countries. Caveats, SPeeifian

j

S W B B I

fine.”

is it,” says
“That is what he meant when he said
'Dowager' must earn him some money and

—[Emery's

\E»

ir

however

“Ah, ah ’—that's the game

run

or

•'

RICHARDSON S,
Washington .street, Boston.

Ben.

who will be

Act

<

CALLED.—Xkw Tkstimo.vy.— ‘This certifies
that I hare been deaf for the list fifteen years ;
was induced to apply to Dr. B«nrdman, and by
following his new method of treatment am entirely cured; and I advise all afflicted with deafness
to give him a trial.
Plymouth, Mass., Dec. 14, 1*57.
GEORGE E. DE LITE.”
Applications may be made, personally or
DR.
to
BOA
letter,
ROMAN, No. 12 Suffolk
by
Place, Boston.

“Don't know 1”

himsilf

DEAliB 0

FROM

1

of those

7 G ST A TE ST.,

4 FTER

Otek k, Washing1831.)

t*. S. Patent

VNDF.it the

engratjng*.

by

\N7’KT>.—One hundred good men In each Suite,to inTwenti-Five Dollar*, or more, in the best of Patent
Rights. 7*h«* greatest of bargain* are sold daily in the
1 H’si improvement*, which must he disposed of.
Apply at

“Ben, I have been diwn to Blink's this
and what do you think .”

have—though

fitted and

IV. FI LLER

M‘
vest

morning,

we

rwvipi

Sanger,

following-

'Dowager' to
peck or more

satisfaction.
4o

or

ton,

.»

“nudges”
examples that

ejuvers.ition

a

improvements,

Patent

prove worthy of imitation.
\Ve listened to

uu

.Vo. 25 Devonshire St., Boston.

It is these silent

efficient—these

booksellers.

pumiMHT,

general

give

Late Agent

■

Boll

neighbor

do, however.

that

me

all

•.

Mi l'll

up and then climb after him.
Bather climb the ladder first and pull him
You will have little pulling
up after you.
to

priv

|ir;uii, n)

NN ith ill

Do not undertake to lift

than your talk.

'i,

by

For sale

to

Irifli? SimT

A VERY IMPORTANT BOOK

CO.. Publishers.
1io Washington St., Boston.

Jf

T.> cents.

S
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uuin

in order that property may appreciate, but
your example is worth all and vastly more
your

:ii

»

.if

O. LIBBY

R H. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents

canfexhibit

an immense popularity.
The •iutnes are not num'wreil, and may be had separat- ly ..r t-geth- r.
7*he n st f the s-ries will In* issued as rapidly as they
can be prepared.

E

hope

vitals,

AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.

Stationery for Weddings

to aehie\

plant; drain, mulch or maprompt your neighbor. A
little leaven leavens the ma«ss. An exaraph*.
if it proves profitable to the exemplar, is
quickly imitated. Practising is preaching
•lways; such sermons are most effectual.—
You may talk to your neighbors of progress
tree, shrub or
nure, and you

and

l$o&.

4th.

e

1

and all Papers
Drawings
for Patents, executed on liberal terms, and with
dispatch. Researches made into American or Foraliditv of Patents
eign works, to determine th*
At the Store of
Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered
in all matters touching the -ame. Copies of the
elvims of any Patent on remitting One Dollar.—
•
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is n<>t only the largest in New Fngland. but through it inventors have advantages for
aND
securing patents, or ascertaining the patentability
Would respecUully invite the attention of Print,
of inventions, unsurpassed by, if n< t iinmeasuraers and thcatrade to his new and beautiful assort9
bly superior to. any which can be offered them
ment of
A larg
elsewhere. The testainonials below given prove
anent
of
splendid
Note
Fancy Cards Embossed
! that now i* MOKE Sl'ccKS-l-TL AT T1IE l’A.
JEWELRY,
Papers.
TKNT * »FFD*K than the subscriber ; and a* SIV.
And
and Parties. Consisting In part of Ca
Mosaic, Tainted, Scroll and t’KSS I< Til K BKST PKohF ‘»F \DY VNTAtlE.Fruit Sty a#
I AND ABILITY. he would add that he has obunos, with ear Drops to match.
Having great facilities for obtaining the latest
Ihamo
ings. 14 and IS carat Plain and Chased dant reason to believe, and can prove, that no oth
a great variety at a lower Rings. S.
set and Seal Rings.
patterns.be
er of the kind are the charges for profes«ionol setrate than can be found at any other establishment
Studs of 14 and Is carat gold. Sleeve Buttons, fine gold.
vices No moderate. The immense practice of the
Together with a large and well selec ed stock of
in Boston.
subscriber during twenty years past, ha* enabled
I him to accumulate a vast collection of specifica- j
WATCHES,
Fine Gold an Silver Hunting Case Watches.
tion? and official decision* relative to patent*.— I
Ex|»*»ed dial.
These, beside* his extensive library of legal and
1
Imported Watch Crystals of the finest quality.
mechanical works, and full accounts of potent*
Also a good assortment <>f
Jl'ST PUBLISHED.
I granted in the 1’nited State* and Kurope, rendCLOCKS,
him able, beyond question, to offer superior facilTHE LIFE OF CHRIST AND HIS APOSTLES,
Eight day. 30 Hour and Jeweled Marine Clocks of superior ities lor obtaining
patents.
Which is neither Roman Catholic or Puseyite. quality und workmanship.
I
All necessity "I a journey to Washington, to prI
A book the need of which ha? long been felt
REPAIRING.
I cure a patent, and the usual great
by
delay there, are
all Protestant Christians. The author is Rev.
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry, repaired on reasonable here saved inventoj*.
j
Rrrts W. Clark, of Brooklyn, New York. It terms, and warranted
TESTIMONIAL*.
is illustrated by fine steel
which were
Store on Mam Street.
Mr E»l*ly osone of the most capable and in' J
*-I
regard
designed and engraved especially for Mr. Clark's
Ellsworth. Aug. 12, 1*58.
45tf
censful |>rartn ioii'T' with whom I have had "tlicial inter
books, without regard to expense. Price $1.25.
i course.
I'll AS. MAS* 'N," Commissioner of Patents.
Books sent tree of postage on receipt of price.
••I have no hesitation in assuring Inventors that they
'4£W A*D IiBHsJW f ANT DISCOVERY
Beware of Roin..n Catholic and Puseyite publicaI t VI t.
OF* VIKDIlIVt.
cannot employ a |«-r*oti more competent and trustworthy
IV Tilt
and tnme capable of putting their applications in a f* nr
tion?, offered the American people as Protestant
TFiXlSftElMikZk.
tn secure from them an early and favorable
.'.-id* ratior
Books.
"()VF sre ten
u .*e»« the hi grarinK* of the «ra|*of *hi
v
th.ru1 hu. -h
t'jl.the st»a r ttir hi ole ue f’har
at the latent Office.
KOMI NI» KI'KKK,”
ALBERT COLBY k CO. 20 Washington St.,
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Already Pulished,
LIKE OK CALL*. JOHN SMITH,
The Foundrr of f
ma.

Show him your fine Suffolks. Te.l him how
easily they fatten, how little it costs to keep

May

^-Thi,

^

BY GEORGE CANNING HILL.

There

ing the season,

American invention stands unrivalled, both in Europe and America, and i<
1 / the only Artificial Leg worthy of confidence
1/ The patient is enabled to ’jealk immediately
upon it? application, with remarkable ea«e
and xaturalxess. The ••Leg” is so perfect in its
appearance and actum, that the nicest observation
often fail, to detect the difference. Pamphlets
giving full information sent free t<» all applicants.
PALMER A CO,
Address,
10 (Ircen St., Boston, Mass.

Fur The Youth of America.
-Vtir Awriran

sicry,Glov.*?, Visittc Lac Velvet Uibbo ?, Dress Trimming? and Buttons, Ac., Ac
liunnits Collored and Bleached at the shortest
notice.
Order? from neighboring towns attended to, a? usual
with promptness and despatch.
We shall be making constant addition? to our stock dur

nnrr

—

can

possible

THE BOOKS

JUST

ft 34jjHorth St-. Boston. Xui.

32

Recommended to be atpEMOft to all
others by
JTiiii.ni an, T>a. Lowell Mason, Wm. Mason, etc.
Church and Parlor Instruments at price* from $60 to $400.
Elegant illustrated pamphlets tj pp. Svo.'i sent by mail.
Addrts*.
MASdN
HAMLIN, Boston, Mass.

to

them, and how they weigh and sell.

Harmoniums.

and

different styles.

Ten

■

complaint!
yeringly.and

pulled long ago,
sortment kept up, thus affording every ^facility
AND
and put up to dry.
Some on boards and
(
Gold Loaf!
for the selection of drairablf* and salesome stacked
between
stakes.
up
They CiOLD l<ltO\/.r. mill uoi.d foil. able goods.
Wholesale Dealers are especially invited to consisting of Dress Caps, of all prices, Mohair Caps, Head erally.
tdiould not be left long in the field.
In a
Salesroom in B ston, 1KI t\ amiin'.t n Strut
Oenera
Manufactured by JAMES P. TOLMATi, call aud examine before purchaing
elsewhere. , Dresses,
Agents, Meters. IIOIUIINS \ AlThET *N. N. w y.-rk.
dry day thresh them, and save the best lor l‘» Harvard Place, opp-nite Old South Church, Bostuu. j
APPLKTOS, TRACY .( CO..
baking, let the rest be eaten by cattle.
PIPER & CO., MOURNZKO BONNETS.
GEO. W. SIMMONS.
W Al.TIIAM, MASS
3m33
First Prize Goal and Silver Medal
Mourning Good? of all description?. Collars, Sleeve?, Sett
October is the injntn for picking winter
and Veils.
Km broideries. Collars, SI
vos, Sett?, and
Oals. Hall,
Hand-*. Cambric, Thread, l.innen and Co .m Edging*. 11.•apples, and securing all garden vegetables.—
our

MtSSSfe

o/lito^r

ever offered for sale In Ellsworth, among which may l»e
found the (Ir at Bepnb!i>\ Hay Slat*. Farmer, and Acadia
Cook. These St >\. s have not lat-n equalled in this market for economy and durability.

STYLES

approaching seasons

UrOl'I.P
vicinity

Protoxide ofIroA

JtoSIvV.
wIl
J

t'e «*i?*»*T s of Ellsworth and
that h« may still bo found at the late stand of
wh*rc may fw found tin: largest assortment

respectfully Infhroi

Iwin:y-ocvtn iinjtnu Lnjruv-

1 vol.

sr
NEW

JOHN W. HILL
Kill &

njn.

BOSTON.

*»F MOBF.RN CARPENTRY; comprising
Treatise on Hu Iding-Timber. with Rules ami tables fur
calculatin' its strength.aud the strains » which each Timber of a structure is subjected; Observations on Roots,.
Trusses. Bridges. Ate.; aid a Glossary, explaining the technical Terms, in use among Carpenters
By Thomas W.
Sillowuj. Architect of th- N• *
upitol at Montpelier, Vermont.
Illustrated b\ _*0
lGnio. price $1,25.
*«* Sent by mail, post-panl, on receipt of the price.
Just published by l'R.i>BY, NlCIIOLA \ lU, B<wksellers. Publishers ami Mati*mr«; wholesale and retail!
K >oks in ail <lapartjieuts of liteiature. No. 117
D aler*
j

White beans have been

«»n

.........

N inc-tent’os of the case* where
it is supposed to fril, simply arise from the remedy being abandoned bef« re its beueloal effects
become obvious.
Be careful and get the genuine, manufactured

TE\T-I*Oi»K

It is folly to dig and
store potatoes in hot weather.
When they
ane suspected of being rotten it is best to let
them lie in the

>■»

of time.

clothing READ THIS CARPENTERS & BUILDERS.

and

toes for winter

BOSTO.V.

VALENTINE &

STIVIPSON,

All must wait for the time—the proper time
this important crop.
October
is the month, and skillful hands arc the in-

strip

BOOKS,

(oliying Pro—«■«. Copjliig length

■looks._
Scti.s.1 Stationer,. kc.

—to secure

place them in bins.
Octoiler is the right month to

of

assortment

Cou nil n J II nsr ami
132 STATE STREET.

enable them to till up. Toe frost must ojien
the husks to aid U9 in the stripping process.

struments to

extensive

an

ACCOUNT

wo

crops of corn. Now is the
We
this important harvest.

heavy

for sale

iil

in

MILCH OOWS,

S. C. SIMPKINS.
Offers

by

sent

Heady <>ct. 4.a New and Valuable Took t«> Farmers
FOR CO.NSl Mmo.V.
It has. in
It is the onlv reliable rcuiedv known.
thousands of instances, restored patients that
seemed postboy* of recovery; and. in tens of
I) A 1 R \
/■• .-I R M IMG.
thousands, has arrested the disease in its primary
stages, and restored the patients to robust health. Comprising the breeds, btceding and management,
BRUNCH ITIS.
n health and disease, of
Dairy and other stock;
Its effect in this troublesome disease is very
the selection of MilchjCows, with a full explanamarked, although it is necessary to persist iu its
tion of Guenon's method; the culture of forage
use fora considerable
length of time.
FEMALE DEBILITY.
plants and the production of
To sustain and augment the vital forces; to
MILK Dl'TTER AND CIIEE'E.
make new, rich and pure blood ; to kuild up the
Embodying the most recent improvement*, and
nervi us system; to restore energy to the mind
and body—n> thiug eau be better adapted than adapted to farming in the I'nitcd States and
th'.s preparation.
British Provinces.
With a treatise upon the
In Asthmi, Gout, Rheumatism, .Sciatica, Diaof Holland ; to which i> added.
betes. Eruptions, Scrofula, Rickets, Neural/ia, Dairy husbandry
Infantile Wasting, General Debility, Emaciation, HorscfaH's system of Dairy management. By
Stubborn l leers. Spinal Disease, Hip Complaint. Charles L. Flint,
Secretary of the Mas*achuPalsy, Cough. Worms, and all diseases prising setts State Board of Agriculture ; author of "A
from deficient nutrition, it i- a reliable remedy,
Treatise on Forage and Forage Plants,” etc. withK»i ii.
t...

*•

much heat and much

Copies

ton.

AND LIME.

11 »A It.' E N ESS. (’OLDS, INFLIEV Z A.
ASTHMA, CATARRH, any Irritation
»r Soreness of the Throat, instantly
krlikvi p by Browns Bronchi <1 Trocheor Cou.h Locengea.
T
l*riu.K- Speakers and SiNukRa. they are effectual in
dcurmg’uiHt giving power t-. the voice.
“If any of our readers, particularly ministers <>r public
sj>eakcrs, are stiff ring fr *in bronchial irritation, this simple remeily will bring almost magical relief."— Christian
Watchman.
Zion's Herald.
••Indis|»ensab|e to public speaker*
.Sationai F.ra. Washington.
"An excellent article
•Supen for relieving hoarseness to anything we are acquainted with."—Christian Herald. incinnati.
“A most admirable lemedy."—Boston Journal.
“Sure remeily for throat affections ”—Transcript.
Traveller.
Efficacious an pleasant
uitevl Slates.
Sold by Druggists through -ut the
>

weeks later than usual.

has held off

COUGHS, BRONCHITIS.

1 i’pT~

8 f

dyspepsia,

■

hay

AN

Solution
'nM—^,11.

TRSEIDS',

hay-makers growled

to~oo~

—

Wo.

nights

July

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rasa ;s:i:^£ar«aaSg>\.^S

1

...

The following remedies are offered to the public
a* the best, most perfect, which medical science can
J AMna at. *a
Ayah's Cathartic Pills have been preafford.
j\ -mmthe medical
Hinufkrl tw of
Dial* la
pared with the utmost skill which
proParlor, Drawing Room aa4 Palalan
fession of this age possesses, and their effects show
(..ttag* Furniture,Tooting (ilaaaaa t||i> ^
here, Ac.
Importer* of pho'rtery, Pfu*h«a, HaMahTuSr
they have virtues which surpass any combination
*
«
of medicines hitherto known. Other preparations :_in*, Ac Now 11 to 24 *,RN HH.fr BOTH*Sf.
such
this
cures
dangerdo more or less good; but
u
C OIIMAN k RHUITLmWholesale and Ratali IteaterT^
to
ous complaints, so quick and so surely, as to prove
^ if*
■ffX Dcnttol ■ •d Rnrwiral iMImatate
an efficacy and a power to uproot disease beyond
rebefore.
known
have
men
which
By
j an? thing
organs and turn* of Auricle* for th* I leaf, Ae. Ac. ^fo. UTremoat At.
moving the obstructions of the internal
action, the? renovate
*r. joHit«oi»
stimulating them into
health courses
IVhntecal* Manufacturer* of tear* eartete «#**
the fountains of life and vigor,
FRENCH AMO AMERICAN COHFECTlONFRr
anew through the body, and the sick man is well
Muettin Bolldlng, » TREMONT ITittr'
are adapted to disease, and disease
They
again.
;
bomtow
; only, for when taken by one in health they produce
POOR <k
but little effect. This is the perfection of medicine.
ManwfarturaraAnd
Heater*l« **
Tender
and
no more.
It is antagonistic to disease,
•
^
A.
A,
If they
children may take them with impunity.
KriiABi. » »
are sick they will cure them, if they are well they
will do them no harm.
U I V I
Give them to some patient who has been pro*,
tratod w ith bilious complaint: ace hia bent-up, totOR. PROTErTKD
tering form straighten with strength again ; see his
of
features
return
see
his
;
clammy
long-lost appetite
lU.tr.
MM ».
w' a. .MW,blossom into health. Give them to some sufferer
Id Iho Maama Medioa art eubtectad. muet
*»• "
till
his
out
in
scrofula
has
burst
blood
whose foul
tweate^ at an satobiiefed
skin is covered with sores; who stands, or sits, or
IT» EFFICACY IN CIRIRO
and
inside
bean
drenched
lies in anguish. He has
could sugout with
every potion which ingenuity
gest. Give him these Pills, and mark the effect;
see the scabs fall from his body ; see the new, fair
erl tint* of thr Blood. BotId.
skin that has grown under them ; see the late leper
Ihr prmtratlng fflreit of Ltd
that is clean. Oive them to him whose angry
Iteitpril Debility. mod mil
f»rfi
lllvmet twhirh require •
humors have planted rheumatism in hi* joints and
TONIC AND ALTERATIVE
bones ; move nim. and he screeches with pain ; he
BEYOND QIENTION.
too has been soaked through every muscle of his
THE proof* oflta «fll»-#ey inanmg.
body with liniments and salves; give him these
rou*. on well authenticated, and *f*Zw
Pills to purify his blood ; they may not cure him,
peculiar character that e«Barer* cum
which
!
are
cases
no
mortal
alas
there
reaaonahle hewtate to male* Z*
for,
power
proffered aid.
can reach ; but mark, he walks with crutches now,
h* IVeuvian Serup dnwe not gr n_
and now he walks alone; thev have cured him.
to be a cure-all, but it*
range ,* (l
•i*e, berau** many due are*.
Give them to the lean, sour.
dyspeptic,
eppareoUr
intimately related, and a«£
unity, are
whose gnawing stomach has long ago eaten every
from
on*
reeding
cause, may to cared
smile from his face and every muscle from his body.
by on* remedy
The
clare
«g
direare* toe which the
Sec his appetite return, and with it his health ; scp
Serup provide* a cure, I* precieety tore
the new man. Sec her that was radiant with health
which ha* *n often baffled the higheet order of medical ahili.
Th#
are tangihla, the wilur*re* are errcwtblt, and th*
and loveliness blasted and too
withering fart*
mtHj
^
and efficacy of thr Syrnu inronlroeertiN*.
away ; want of exrrcise or mental anguish, or some
Thow wt.oniae wi*h for an opinion from disinterested **■.
the
of th* Syrup, canned fad t#
Haracler
lurking disease, has deranged the internal organs on*
respecting
to
•a'la^eil with th* following, amonc numerous leabmnniata ta to*
of digestion, assimilation or secretion, till thev do
heiuUof the Agent*. Th* rgnaiuree are those of gwtttam** w*y
their office ill. Her blood is vitiated, her healtH is
known m the community, and of the highest reepet lability.
gone. Oive her these PlLLA to stimulate the vital
CARD.
into renewed vigor, to cast out the obThe wndereigneil having etreri. need the beneficial tffceleef
structions, and infuse a new vitality into the Mood.
the I’rriiviaii Syrup," do roA hesitate to recommend H to the to
lention of th* public.
Now look again—the roses blossom on her cheek,
From our own **|«*nen <**.*» well re from the teatimony of other*
and where
sorrow sat joy bursts from every
wh<«*a inlellirenc# and Intcgrttv are altogether unquestionable
»
have no douM of it* efficacy In care* of Incipient Iheeareee/
feature. See the sweet infant wasted with worms.
the l.ung* *n.| Bronchial I'atmge*. Pyepepei*. freer Complaint.
Its wan, sickly features tell you without disguise,
I trope*. Neuralgia, Ac. Indeed its effects would to ineredibte
•* tho«r who hav* wttneaeed
ami
distinct, that they are rating its life but from the high character
them
and hare volunteered tl.etr testimony re w« de uuia, t* tig
away. Its pinched-up nose and ears, and restless
rretnralive power
sleeping*, tell the dreadful truth in language which
Ktv
PIF.RrONT.
THOMAS C. AMORT
THOMAS A. DEXTFH,
FETF.H tlARYFY*
every mother knows. Give it the Pills in lark'e
S. If KENOAl.U M.U.
JAMES C. DVNN.
doses to sweep these vile parasites from the body.
Rkv. T. W11 ITT EM
SAMI El- MAY.
OR*
Now turn again and see the ruddy bloom «*f childreunrirATr or dm. n«m,
hood. Is it nothing to do these things ? Nav. are
It la well known that th# medicinal effect* of ProfeaM# re tore
noi
me
marvel
or
tms
f
Ana
are
in<7
age
yet they
»o air. Sftq inai »> mfTalUa 4
1#
P7
done around you every day.
rlutofl of Predoaid* Of Irvft, wlihovt farther MMifiot,
Have you tlie leaa aerioua symptom* of these dis|we»l deemed impnmiVe.
th#
feraTUui
de*l*gbt#
1-,
tyrup tM#
point It afWfi*4 by cwwtempers, thev are the easier cured.
Jaundice,
»nn*»
and tbit miqOen
l!'»nnr 14 * w »T PfroftB
Costivcnesa, headache, Sideache, Heartburn, Foul
mat replace all th* pr^tv-ta/ txmilea. nitrate* and taftrate# of |M
A. A. HAYES. M U.
Stomach. Nausea. Fain in the Bowels, Flatulency, Matrria MrdK*.
t<> tha Stata of Maw. Beaton. I S. 0,
Aaaayat
Los* of Appetite, King's Evil, Neuralgia, Gout, ami
*•1.1 t>, 1*. I.. * l.l*« * to.. Pravnrtm
kindred
all arise from the derangements
No. A W ater Hi. Ifpilpg.
which these Fima rapidly cure. Take them perseRetailed by all renportable OrnggiaU.
under the counsel of a good 1’hvsiciar.
if you can ; if not, take them judiciously by such
advice as we give you, and the distressing, dangerHemp, •Hmuillm, Jmtt t imtfm
ous diseases
they cure, which afflict so many milHopei Marlin, ll•>u•e !l«*a, Spiff. Sain*. Sail. Hard*
lions of the human race, are caat out like the devil*
•are
Haling, Wool an«i ('niton Taiaas Steam
IV hinr. V* rapping l*ap*f. Ac.
of old
thev must burrow in the brutes and in the
No. «.* Broad Mreel.Boston.
sea.
Price 25 cents per boa —5 boars for §1.
Through a trial of many years and through every
IMIltV
nation of civilized men, Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Office. No. 116 Brumfield Sirtel, Boatoa, Mas.
has been found to afford more relief and to cure
Ke». NoRRIS DAY.
.PtBttntBT.
more cases of pulmonarv disease than any other
Iter f* MASitN. Cite Sli#*ior,ara i.Vita PBBtiPBBT.
.T.......
remedv known to mankind. Case* of apparently W11.1.1 A M TVl.l R.Ver,..
hi 11.1.9*. feq.SlCBaTalt.
JOHN
settled consumption have been cured by it, anil
not no or 3i.tN3GER»:
thousands of sufferers who were deemed bevond the
Wn R Wiiat *. Esq.
Ria. Piute M»bo*.
-jO
reach of human aid have been restored to their
Joii4 I*. l*Kir a i, lei.
Aalto* S. Iltiaai. Eat).
friends and usefulness, to sound health and the
R. GRITNE.
enjoyments of life, by this all-powerful antidote to I- HI T« IllVb.M.D.Trinciml.
31. |>.Amrlito;
diseases of the lungs and throat. Here a cold had
'THIS ln#titiitk>n a aa catahli.hrd fbr th* aaceaaafa) trastmeat
1
settled on the lungs. The dry, hacking cough, the
of CANCERS. SCRUM I.A. Humor* of tba Rlowd aa« tU
glassy eve. and the pale, thin features of him who CHRONIC DISEASES. upon lha mature! ar fatten iyatem *f
was lately lusty and strong,
whisper to all but him prertitr. It I it hern In tuccaaaful par at ion ft* area ml year*.
CoNst met Jon.
He tries evrrv thing; but the
ard th* frtutt of iu , r.ctic# art f und in raaaa rami In aim oaf
disease is gnawing at his
and shows ,ts tarry loan and Tri age in tha Naw Enfiaad Malta, and ~-~-y
fatal symptoms more and more over all lu* frame,
from other pari* of the nwintry.
i He is taking the Cherry Pectoral now ; it has
DR. GREENE, tha Principal of tMa hftfthM baa, Mr tha
stopped his cough and made hia breathing easy; lact fifteen jear*, had meetantiy under treatment aeTare' hundred
raaae of Canrere, m-el of which had baa a
his sleep is sound at
agg ra*at#d and ...
night; his appetite returns, traded, either from
and with it hia strength. The dart which
being cat out vitbaal eWaaaiag th* bload.
pierced ! or aitrartinf th* reota.
<v
tba
his side is broken. Scarcely any neighborhood can
by
lyfbrataa of cauabc* aa
be found which has not some living trophy like this other itrpn par treatment, anbl th# pattaata vara Marl; takauated be 11-re they applied to him ft* ralWf.
shadow forth the virtues which nave won for the
j to
PERSONS II a> INi. CANCERS SIIOtLD AVAIL THEMCherry Pectoral an imperishable renown. But
its usefulness doe* not end here. Nay, it aecora- SELVES t»E I>R. GREENE S PERSONAL ATTENTION
Moat dnraart. turh ae Scrofula, llutnoraof th# Bkmd. Inaeaaaa
more bv prevention than cure.
The eount- of th* Throat tad
l.uaga, Dyapapaia. l.taar Complaint, Dropvy,
pss colds ana
coughs which it cure* are the seed Rheumatic*,, Heart Cemplaint. tamale Complaints, and tha
which would have ripened into a dreadful hardest
great rarlefy of f. mi in ul ich th* human body ■* afflicted, ar*
of incurable diseases. Influenza.
Brom hitis,
eureeeaiully treated with medicine* which ran haaanl loan* pan
Hoarseness, Pleurisy, Whooping Cougn, and all irri- of th* world, with full directions: tea eery rorraet optima of
tations of the throat and lungs nrc easily cured by
each raeee can ha formed upon remitting rorraet anewara to tba
the Cherry Pectoral if taken in season.
found in ha
Indiaa Arcana." a copy
jur .ten* which may be
family should have it by them, and they will find it
I'f
hit h can be *rtit frr*
hen requested.
an invaluable
The Institution hat juat waned er <4her edition of DA
protection from the insidious prowler
which carries off the parent sheep from many a flock,
GREENE'S W. k on
INDIAN*»PATIIY." ar Science at
the darling lamb from many a home.
| Indian Medicine, •hirh may lie had at tht p?-nopal IVrietdiea)
Authenticated evidence of these facts, with direcfor
l«
or
c«nt»,
Iiepoti.
by mail, on tha receipt of four pi-stag#
atari ,a.
tion* for the treatment of each complaint, may be
found in Ayer's American Almanac, of which we
publish three millions, and scatter them broadcast
over the earth, in order that the sick
every where
may have before them the information it contain*.
THE! I mlmlsitnl have been engaged fe»r the laat
Druggists and dealers in medicine generally have
Thirty-three Aran in railing HEI.LE
them for distribution gratis, and also for sale these
during which period they hate maelw
a very
large number, tarping
remedies,
by Dr. J. C. Ayer, Practical
and Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Mass.

y*

■

OFFICE, -Vo. 30 BROSFILLD StBoston. Mans
NORRIS DAY,
PTe*id mi.
Containing upwards of Three Hundred Dance*, inKrv. P. MASON, (<’ity Missionary^)
Vice President.
all the latest and most fashionable, viz
M M. M TYLER, E-q
Tr «jurtr.
A single application rendsra the hair (rw* matter how 1 cluding
I
JOHN STYLES, Esq
Secretary. stiff and
dry) soft and glossy for several days. It is tkf Walts, Polka. Mazurka. Schottische, Uallopade,
{
BOARD OF MANACIBBB,
Pr»
I >♦»! and tkraprtt Hair Drtnning in the H’o'ld.
C< mmon and Polka Rodewa. Quadrilles or CotilI pared by JOJKPU BI'KNKTT A CO., Boston. For sale
Rrr. Pirff Mason,
I Ww. R. M a*.*, F«q
lions: Varsoviena, Gorlitsa, Madrilliana, EletczJohn P. Priest. Esq
| Aaron S. Hayward, Esq., | by all druggists.
vest.”
ka. Espognole, Two, Three and Five Step WaltzR OREE\E. M. D..
(
r.
Physician*
^ , Hl'Ti HlStGS. M D-,
October has ome after a summer of varies, Ac., Ac.; also. Common Waltz and Polka CenAt this Instill t ni. Cancer*, Scrofula. Hum- rs ami oil
tra Dances; May Day, Chri*tmas and New
Year
ous hues.
was rather wet
and back- Chronic Wif Anw, arc successful}- treated U|«on the Natural
or Indian System of Medkdne.
Dances, with elegant il!u<trations and full explaOF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
ward.—Corn was
and many
All per* ms h iving Cancer*, «r thnse afflicted with othnations. and every variety of the latest and most
er
complicated discuses should avail themselves of the Cotton Seine Twine, 4 to 05 threads. Flax S«il. Balling,
Had but farwt
of acorn year—
l»ersonal attention of the physicians at the Institute. where flam. Wool and Seine Twin**. Flax Broom- Brush, ll<r- approved figures and calls for the different chanI projier boarding houses are provided.
but June gave us many hot
and
Oillnet and Druggist Twine. I<ea Bands, \enetian ge*; aud rules on Deportment and the Toilet, and
Most iliseas-—«uch as Scrofula, Humors of the Blood, ring.
in succession. This was liFc for corn stalks. Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Liver Oom- 1 Filling, Loom Cord, Curtain Cord, Squarring Bands, .Warthe etiquette of Dancing, by Elias Howe, assistHue, Bale Rope, Cotton Skirt O-rd. Seaming Cord. I p
plaint. Dropsy. Rheumatism. Heart Complaint. Female bolsters’ and
was uot so favorable,
corn did not !
Carriage Makers’ Webb and Twine. A too,
ed by Prof. Sullivan, of Boston, and other emiComplaints, au.i -he great variety of diseases by which
the huiaiu body U afflicted—are successfully tr-ated with
nent Professors of Dancing in
the I’uited States
like so much wet, and
! remedies which can be sent to any part of the world, with
For ever, dccriptkM of AKWINO MACHINES
1 vol. square 12 mo., 200 pages with many flue
to see so many wet clouds.
Still the sun full dir>’Cii 'ns, as a very correct opluion of such case*
an be formed upon remitting correct answers to the
quesengravings. Price 62 cents cloth, 37 cents, pashone warm whenever the clouds woul i per- ti-os which may b- found in the* Indian Arcana," a Copy
a liberal discount to the
ade.
Please
f which will b.
per
No. 7 Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.
s-nt free when requested. Also, Dr.
was secured in better c onditi m
•
mit, and
send your orders early to the Publishers, A. WILire-n-“Inditmapathy." or science of Indian Medicine,
"hich will »*• sent *»y mad to any one on the receipt ol
than in 1857.
LIAM' A CO., Booksellers and Jobbers uf Peri
four p>n;.igt- -tamps.
was afflicted v ith much
odical Literature, 100 W ashington Street. Bos.
Rat.
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of these lands, application
the agent.
e. N- BLACK,
Gtf
Illfwcrth, February 3, 1558

plan* aud de.**ripti«ins
may b© made

to

